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Since 1957 – 

Providing over 55 years of excellence 
Custom Color Mixing Available 

Screenprint & Printed Circuit Supplies 

                                                      Used & New Equipment 

                                                          Same Day Shipping 

978-656-0011 
Toll Free (800) 634-3006 

www.etchomatic.com 

FAX 978-656-9903 

179 Old Canal Drive 

Lowell, MA 01851 

Major Credit Cards Accepted 

We’ve Hooked Up with Some Pretty Well Known Names…. 

Check us out ! 
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Etchomatic Quick Reference Inside Contact Listing 

 

Brian Babin bbabin@etchomatic.com    Customer Service            x269 

Craig Belson cbelson@etchomatic.com  VP/GM Screen Print         x224 

Georgia McNay gmcnay@etchomatic.com Accounts Receivable x217 

Candice White cwhite@etchomatic.com  Purchasing   x218 

Etchomatic Outside Sales Contact Listing 
Tom Poole tpoole@etchomatic.com     Cell 508 962 8862       x222 

General inquires can be sent to etchinfo@etchomatic.com  

24 Hour order line is open at 978 656 9909 x207 

All orders left on this line will be confirmed by the following business day  

Etchomatic is open Monday – Friday  7:15-5:15pm 
 

Please Allow Us The Opportunity To Serve You ! !   
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http://www.chromaline.com/   --- An Overview of some of the Products Available ---- 
 
Chroma/Fill is for use with all films and emulsions. This water-based formulation is used in the screen room with all types 
of stencil products both to fill large areas of open mesh and to touch up pinholes or other defects in the image area. Not 
for use with water-based inks.  

• Coats smoothly 
• Dries fast 
• For use with solvent-based and plastisol inks 

Chroma/Wet allows uniform sheeting of water on the mesh's surface yielding uniform film adhesion while preventing dry 
spots that cause weak, "blistered" spots.  

• Reduces blisters and white spots 
• Helps capillary film apply consistently 
• Improves film adhesion 
• No impurities to clog mesh 
• Won't settle out 
• Holds water in mesh to reduce blisters 
• Improves capillary film adhesion 

 
DuraCap is for use with UV, solvent-based, water-based and plastisol ink. This dependable diazo based capillary film is an 
excellent choice for keeping excellent resolution. DuraCap is an easy to use 38 micron capillary film for all types of screen 
printers. It can be used on mesh counts from 110-305.    -10 sheet pack  
 
CAPILLARY FILMS 
 
Pro Cap 15 --15 microns (0.6 mil film) for mesh 390 & higher, halftones, UV inks, PC board 
Pro Cap 18--18 microns (0.7 mil film) for 390 mesh & higher, halftones, UV inks, PC board 
Pro Cap 25--25 microns (1.0 mil film) for mesh 305-390, halftones, UV inks, PC board 
Pro Cap 30--30 microns (1.2 mil film) for mesh 200-305, good definition 
Pro Cap 38-- 30 microns (1.2 mil film) for mesh 200-305, good definition 
Pro Cap 50--50 microns (2.0 mil film) for mesh 200 & lower, heavy ink deposit 
MagnaCure 18-- 18 microns (0.7 mil film) for mesh 390 & higher, halftones, UV inks, PC board 
MagnaCure 25--25 microns (1.0 mil film) for mesh 305-390, good definition, large dot halftones, fine graphics 
MagnaCure 38--30 microns (1.2 mil film) for mesh 200-305, general graphic printing, halftones 
MagnaCure 50--50 microns (2.0 mil film) for mesh 200 & lower, general textiles, graphics 
MagnaCure 70-- 70 microns (2.5 mil film) for mesh 110 & lower 
Super Phat Film  
Ideal choice for printers seeking heavy ink deposit in a variety of applications. SuperPHAT film works well for textile 
printers working with high density and special effects inks. Electronics and industrial printers will appreciate SuperPHAT 
film's ability to accomplish extreme stencil build-up. In addition, SuperPHAT film offers:  1) Fast exposures with excellent 
image quality  2) Excellent build-up  3) Extremely fast screen turn-around  4) Improved humidity resistance.    Available in 
100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 400 and 700 Micron Film  
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Chromaline Exposure Calculator  

Chromaline's Exposure Calculator eliminates miscalculated exposure time with three kinds of quality checks. An easy, user 
friendly tool for the novice and the advanced screen maker. Designed to help determine correct exposure time, print quality 
check and halftone tests. Instructions are easy to understand. 

Emulsions 
 
CP2 Dyed 
This is Chromaline's economically priced, diazo based photo stencil emulsion for small textile and graphics shops, or large 
graphics shops who do not have the resolution requirements found with other types of emulsions. CP2 is a dependable, 
hardworking performer with a reputation for producing trouble-free screens. As a basic emulsion for graphics and 
crossover shops, CP2 is an excellent choice for printers using solvent, UV, or plastisol inks.  
 
DZ343 Dyed 
A violet diazo cure photo emulsion for water-based and plastisol inks. DZ 343 can withstand thousands of prints without the 
use of chemical hardeners and still reclaim easily. At 48% solids, 200+ micron stencils are easily achieved. DZ 343’s 
combination of faster exposure speeds, medium viscosity and high durability gives printers even greater versatility and 
value.  
 
CP TEX 
CP Tex is an excellent choice for printers using water based and plastisol inks. 

• Shoots fast with high resolution 
• Extremely durable, yet reclaimable with high water pressure 
• Excellent water resistance 
• High solids content (42% sensitized) 
• Excellent coatability on variety of mesh counts 

Dual Cure Emulsions 
UDC-2 
Provides the perfect combination of price and performance. With superior exposure speed and latitude and moderate water 
resistance, UDC-2 is the ideal selection for printers in nearly every category.  Excellent definition and line edge  --- Blue 
color offers excellent contrast yet easy registration-  Highest build-up proud of mesh with low Rz values 

UDC-Ace  
Universal emulsion offering excellent resistance in any imaging application. UDC-ACE was designed to work as traditional or 
automatic coating emulsion.  
 

 
 

 Excellent ink resistance, Excellent durability and heat and humidity resistance, Excellent imaging, 

Dyed only-Watersolvent UV and Plastisol Ink Resistant-Great for Auto Coaters/High Viscosity high solids   

UDC-HV Dyed 
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This emulsion has high viscosity for easy coating on low or high mesh counts. Plus, UDC-HV offers excellent resistance to a 
wide range of inks and additives. 

• Fast exposure with excellent image quality 
• Hard, durable stencils, resistant to the widest range of inks and additives 
• Superior mesh adhesion 
• High viscosity for easy coating on low or high mesh counts 

UDC-521 
Universal, blue dual cure photo emulsion intended for most textile and graphic shops that need a versatile, inexpensive 
stencil. Its high 37% solids, low viscosity and excellent leveling allows for fast coating without pinholes. DC 521 copies with 
incredible detail and speed. A low cost, high performer. 
 
Photo Polymer Emulsions  
Chroma Blue Dyed 
For use with plastisol inks, is ideally suited for textile printers using direct emulsions who are seeking faster screen 
turnaround without sacrificing image quality. 

• Very fast exposing 
• Fast drying 
• Superior mesh bridging 
• Excellent reclaim ability 
• High solids — lower cost per screen 

Chromatech PL Dyed  
The "textile emulsion" for plastisol ink users. High solids gives good buildups with fewer coats, saving time and providing 
more screens per gallon. Because it speeds up the entire process - coating, dry times and exposure speed - Chroma/Tech PL 
offers benefits to both large and small accounts alike. 

• Designed exclusively for plastisol inks 
• High solids for fast coating build-up and quick drying 
• Excellent reclaimability, no lock-in 

Chromatech PL-2 Dyed  
This new photopolymer emulsion is ideal for textile printers seeking accuracy when doing fine detail work, halftones and 
four color process work. 

• Fast exposing with excellent image quality. 
• Excellent coating on high mesh counts 
• Ultimate quality at a low price 

Direct Emulsion  

DZ343 

A violet diazo cure photoemulsion for water based and plastisol ink. DZ343 can withstand 
thousands of prints without the use of chemical hardeners and still reclaim easily. At 48% solids 
200+ micron stencils are easily achieved.  DZ343’s combination of faster exposure speeds.  Medium 
viscosity and high durability gives printers even greater versatility and value.  Thaw/Freeze Stable  
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AccuJet InkJet Film 

Water Resistant – D‐Max  4.0+  ‐ D‐Min .10  ‐ Dye, Pigment or K3 ‐ 17”x100’  $75.00 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http://www.macdermidautotype.com/products   -- An Overview of some of the Products 
Available 
 
Emulsions 
 
Plus 8000- Dual Cure  
PLUS 8000 is a very high quality, high solids emulsion that is resistant to both water and solvent based inks. PLUS 8000 will 
give a slightly higher print quality than PLUS 7000. 
 
Plus 2000-Dual Cure 
PLUS 2000 is a high quality, 34% solids diazo dual-cure emulsion for general purpose Screen Printing applications. The fast 
exposure speed makes PLUS 2000 excellent for use on large format screens or with a low powered UV light source. 
 
Plus 2 Classic-Dual Cure  
PLUS II Classic is a blue/green high quality, medium/high solids emulsion supplied with diazo syrup sensitizer.  PLUS II 
Classic is the original universally resistant emulsion that has become a world favorite. 
 
 
Films 
 
Capillex 18--Mesh range: 120 - 150/cm (305 - 380/inch) 
Capillex 20--Mesh range 100 - 140/cm (250 - 355/inch) 
Capillex 25-- Mesh range: 80 - 120/cm (200 - 305/inch). 
Capillex 30--A red photopolymer based capillary film for use on medium mesh counts. 
Capillex 35--Mesh range: 40 - 100/cm (100 - 250/inch) 
Capillex 50-- Mesh range: 40 - 80/cm (100 - 150/inch) 
Capillex 80--A blue/green ultra thick Capillex film for demanding industrial applications that require very coarse mesh. 
Capillex CP--ultra fine halftone and line printing. It gives a controlled stencil profile over a wide mesh range from 120/cm 
(305/inch) and finer 
Capillex CX--low, but controlled stencil profile over a wide mesh range from 62-100/cm 
 
 
 
 
Stencil Removers  
 
Autostrip Concentrate 
Fast, effective stencil decoater concentrate for all direct stencils. Convenient concentrates make it economical and easy to 
mix. Compatible with the Brush Pump System. Contains no undissolved particles making it ideal for use in automatic cleaning 
machines. 
 
Autostrip Gel  
A fast, effective stencil remover gel for all direct stencils. Gel consistency allows easy application by brush and ensures the 
product does not run off the screen. Particularly suitable for difficult to decoat stencils. 
 
Autostrip Powder 
Easy to use and fast to dissolve. Very effective stencil decoater. One 100 gram sachet will make up to 10 liters of solution. 
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Screen Preps 
 
Activator Powder 
Activator Powder is mixed with water to provide a quick and easily prepared solution for consistent hardening or fixing of 
the image in gelatin indirect stencil films. 
 
Autoprep Gel 
Autoprep Gel is a surface roughening pre-treatment for polyester and nylon mesh prior to stencil application. 
 

Universal Mesh Prep 

Thickened liquid for degreasing and improving the wetting characteristics of all meshes. Excellent wetting characteristics 
allowing the mesh to hold an even film of water, convenient application via squeeze bottle, non-hazardous and biodegradable. 

Autotype Carries a full line of chemistries including; Adhesives, Preparations, Block Out, Screen Openers, Screen 
Cleaners, Screen Washes, Stencil Removers, Haze Removers and Screen Accessories  
 
CPS Chemicals and Equipment 

The CPS line of screen cleaning chemicals and equipment combines outstanding product performance with environmental 
responsibility. From mesh preparation to ink removal and stencil reclamation, there are CPS products offering safer 
alternatives to traditional "hot" solvents and other aggressive chemicals. CPS ancillary products such as color-coded mixing 
containers and brushes help to organize the screen cleaning department and can increase shop safety by indicating what 
chemical is in the bucket and on the brush.  Additionally, MacDermid Autotype is pleased to offer a wide range of CPS 
screen cleaning equipment to fit any shop size and budget. For low-volume users, there are manual spray systems, washout 
booths and mixing containers. For high-volume shops, CPS manufactures fully automated cleaning equipment and custom 
oversized washout systems. Link to www.cps.eu website. 
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Products in the PLUS Emulsions range 
Product  Chemistry   Solvent & UV 

Inks  
Water Based 

Inks  
Print 

Durability  
Print 

Quality  

PLUS II Classic  Dual cure  Good  Good  Good  Good 

PLUS GOLD  Dual cure  Good  Good  Good  Good 

PLUS 2000  Dual cure  Good  Fair  Good  Good 

PLUS 6000  Diazo 
Not 
recommended 

Good  Good  Good 

PLUS 7000  Dual cure  Good  Good  Good  Good 

PLUS 7050  Dual cure  Excellent  Good  Excellent  Excellent 

PLUS 8000  Dual cure  Good  Good  Excellent  Excellent 

PLUS 8050  Dual cure  Excellent  Good  Excellent  Excellent 

PLUS 9000  Photopolymer  Good 
Not 

recommended 
Good  Good 

PLUS 1 SR  Photopolymer  Good 
Not 

recommended 
Good  Good 

PLUS CTS MIDI  Photopolymer  Good 
Not 

recommended 
Good  Good 

PLUS Prospeed  Photopolymer  Good 
Not 
recommended 

Good  Good 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http://www.ulano.com/productsmenu.htm    An Overview of some of the products available

 
CDF Matrix 
High performance Capillary Film 
 
CDF/Matrix-15 15-micron emulsion coated on 75-micron (3 mil) matte polyester 
CDF/Matrix-20 20-micron emulsion coated on 75-micron (3 mil) matte polyester 
CDF/Matrix-30 30-micron emulsion coated on 75-micron (3 mil) matte polyester 
CDF/Matrix-40 40-micron emulsion coated on 75-micron (3 mil) matte polyester 
 
CDF-QSR Capillary films 
Fast exposing SBQ/diazo sensitized films intended for use with all solvent-based inks. 
Magenta colored films adherable with water or QFX® emulsion.  
 
The CDF/QSR series (available in thicknesses of 10, 20, 30, and 40 microns, and in rolls or custom-cut sheets) is 
formulated using pure photopolymer (SBQ), technology in combination with a special diazo resin. This combination yields 
very fast exposure times, excellent storage properties (conservatively speaking, 15-month shelf life; six weeks adhered to 
mesh time but unexposed), a minimal influence of temperature and humidity on exposure speed, minimal changes in solubility 
with age (for consistent EOM), virtually universal solvent resistance, superb durability, and effortless stencil removal. 
 
CDF50 Capillary Film  
CDF/QT Thick-Film is a precisely coated, capillary film version of Ulano’s best-selling QTX® direct emulsion. Like QTX, 
CDF/QT Thick-Film utilizes pure photopolymer (SBQ) technology to assure extended shelf life and minimal influences from 
heat and humidity, the fastest possible exposure speed, good imaging properties, and on-press durability. Generally, 
CDF/QT Thick-Film is adhered to fabric with QTX using the direct/indirect application technique. CDF/QT Thick-Films can 
be laminated to produce unlimited stencil thickness variations. 
 
Emulsions: Dual Cure  
 
ULANO DLX EMULSION is a Diazo-photopolymer emulsion formulated to overcome the problem of humidity sensitivity. It 
offers superior resistance to humidity, rapid drying without residual surface oiliness, quick exposure with a variety of light 
sources, and a reduced acrylate odor. DLX is recommended for a wide variety of printing applications (especially those 
requiring high resolution), including use with UV, plastisol, and water and solvent inks. 
 
ULANO LX 680 EMULSION is very suitable for high quality graphics and industrial printing and for all general purpose, 
graphic and industrial applications. Latitude, resolution and edge definition are excellent, which makes it ideal for fine line 
and half tone printing. The ULANO LX 680 EMULSION solids content 38%, provides superior print quality, and very fast 
drying. Supplied with a diazo sensitizer in powder form. 
 
ULANO LX-660 EMULSION is compatible with water-based ink systems and suitable for all general purpose, graphics, and 
industrial applications. Latitude, resolution, and edge definition are excellent, which makes it ideal for fine line and halftone 
printing. The emulsion is durable and fast drying. Diazo sensitized, durable, high solids content dual-cure emulsion with 
superior resistance to water based ink systems as well as most solvent-based inks. 
 
 
ULANO LX-690 EMULSION is intended for high quality graphics, industrial, and general purpose printing. The wide 
exposure latitude, superb line definition and resolution, and high build per coat make it particularly suitable for fine line and 
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halftone work. The excellent solvent resistance of LX-690 provides extended print runs with UV and solvent-based inks, as 
well as easy reclaiming. LX-690 dries very quickly because of its high percentage of solids. 
Emulsion-Diazo  
 
Ulano's TZ Clear emulsion is formulated for use with water-based inks, water dyes and plastisols. Ulano's TZ emulsion 
produces stencils with excellent mechanical resistance, good resolution and edge definition, and excellent water resistance. 
Stencils are easy to reclaim. Recommended for imprinted sportswear applications. Ulano's TZ/CL is the same as Ulano's TZ, 
but supplied clear for easier see-through registration. (Separate blue color supplied with purchase.) 
 
 
 
Emulsions-Photopolymer 
 
Ulano QFX Emulsion is a ready-to-use, fast exposing SBQ photopolymer direct emulsion formulated for industrial halftone 
and fine detail graphics printing with solvent inks. Ulano QFX Emulsion has superb resolution and offers high solids content 
for stencils with exceptional edge definition. Recommended for fine detail and halftone printing. Ulano QFX Emulsion 
resists most solvent-based inks, is extremely durable, and reclaims easily. Ulano QFX Emulsion is presensitized, and must be 
handled in yellow safe light conditions before exposure. 

Ulano QTX Emulsion is a ready-to-use, ultra-fast exposing SBQ photopolymer direct emulsion formulated for imprinted 
sportswear applications. Ulano QTXEmulsion's high solids content provides superior coating properties, better bridging of 
coarse mesh, and fast drying. Ulano QTX Emulsion resists plastisol and water-based inks, is also extremely durable and 
reclaims easily. Do not subject to strong solvents during printing or wash-up. Ulano QTX Emulsion is presensitized, and must 
be handled in yellow safe light conditions before exposure.UlanoQX-1 Emulsion is an SBQ sensitized, hybrid dual-cure 
emulsion that combines the convenience and shelf life of SBQ with the durability, versatility, and imaging properties of 
dual-cure emulsion.  
 
Ulano QX-1 Emulsion is compatible with all plastisol, UV, and solvent-based ink systems. Its matte finish virtually 
eliminates printing problems associated with high and low humidity conditions. QX-1 is formulated to provide wide exposure 
latitude and is easily reclaimed even if underexposed and used with aggressive inks and washup solvents.  This emulsion is 
durable and has excellent resolution, good definition, and very good wet strength. 37% solids content provides good stencil 
build per coat, excellent bridging of coarse mesh, and fast drying.QX-1 Emulsion is presensitized, and must be handled in 
yellow safe light conditions before exposure. 

Ulano Chemistries                

 

Mesh Prep 
Microgrit No. 2 
Ulanogel Abrasive Degreaser Gel No. 23 
CDF Mesh Prep No. 25 
Magic Mesh Prep (Patent Pending) 
Screen Degreaser Liquid RTU No. 3 
Screen Degreaser Concentrate No. 33 1:10  

Screen Filler 
Extra Heavy Block-Out No. 10 
Screen Filler No. 60 
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Ink Wash 
All Purpose Ink Wash 
Eco-Wash 160 

 

Stencil Remover 
Enzyme No. 1 
Stencil Remover Liquid No.4 
Stencil Remover Concentrate No.42 1:50 UPS HAZ 
Stencil Remover Powder No.44 UPS HAZ  
Stencil Remover Paste No.5 

Ghost, Haze & Stain Remover 

Haze Remover Paste No.78 UPS HAZ  
Walk Away Haze Remover 

Stencil Treatment 
Hardener WR 
Hardener X Liquid UPS HAZ  

Equipment 
E-Z Coat Automatic Coating Machine  
Chemical Three Pump System 
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MURAKAMI  http://www.murakamiscreen.com/index.html 
 

 
 
 
An overview of some of the products available  

SBQ Pure Photopolymer 
One Pot Sol C is an SBQ pure photopolymer emulsion that comes pre-sensitized for close tolerance printing applications 

in graphics and electronics.  Designed to print very fine detail with precision resolution of halftones or extremely fine 
lines.  Easily reclaimable.  For use with mild to aggressive solvent based inks. 

One Pot WLOne Pot WL is a wide exposure latitude pure photopolymer emulsion. It retains the high resolution of 
Murakami's premier One Pot Sol while expanding exposure latitude to capture fine halftones and details well. Designed for 
graphic and electronic applications it also produces excellent halftones for similar process printing as well Photocure SR.  
All purpose emulsion for graphics, textile, and compact disc printing.  Excellent for use with UV, solvent-based, and plastisol 
ink systems. Fast exposing, often 3-5x faster than diazo based emulsions.  Virtually pin hole and fish eye free.  Extremely 
durable on press. 

Aquasol TS Premium textile emulsion.  Outstanding durability, fast exposures with excellent resolution of detail.  Prints 
plastisol, waterbase, and discharge ink systems.  Use of Murakami MS, or A&B hardeners for ultimate stencil 
durability.  Produces strong durable stencils. 

Aquasol HV - HVP Murakami’s latest textile emulsion, Aquasol HV excels at textile printing.  Fast exposing, easy to 
coat, with outstanding resolution and definition.  Excels at printing plastisol, waterbase, and discharge ink systems.  (Use of 
hardeners recommended for waterbase and discharge. 

Photocure BLU Excellent detail and resolution. Coats easily, produces durable stencils.  Exposes well on a variety of 
exposure systems.  Good choice for manual printers or automatic shops.  Excellent EOM on first coating. 

Photocure TXRFast exposures. Excellent image to print contrast for easy press set up.  Produces strong durable 
stencils.  Virtually pinhole and fish eye free.  3-5 times faster exposures than diazo emulsion. 

Emulsions- Dual Cure  

Photocure DX All purpose textile and graphic emulsion.  Prints a wide variety of inks and substrates.  Excellent definition 
and resolution.  Sharp durable stencils. A true multi-purpose emulsion for textiles and graphics. 

Emulsion Diazo  
SP-9500Murakami’s premium dual cure graphic emulsion.  Excellent solvent resistance.  Wide variety of print 

applications, produces strong durable stencils with excellent detail and definition. 

SP-3000is Murakami's newest graphic emulsion. Excellent resolution and details. Resists a wide variety of inks: Good 
solvent resistance for the following ink components: Toluene, Acetone, Ethyl Acetate, Butylcellosolve, Butylacetate, 
Cyclohexane, Methyl Cellosolve, Isophoron, Ethlene Glycol, Dimethyl Ether, Methyl Ethyl Ketone (MEK), Butyl Carbitol, Butyl 
Carbitol Acetate.,  For use with UV and hot solvent based ink systems. Virtually pin hole and fish eye free. Extremely 
durable on press 
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Capillary Film Qualities  

• Improved RZ value, smoother print side surface. 
• Consistent stencil thickness (EOM). 
• Excellent resolution and definition. 
• Screens can be prepared quickly. 
• Made from fast exposing SBQ photopolymer technology. 

 

 

 

Murakami Thick Film   

• Ideal for printing High Density Inks 
• Produces sharp vertical emulsion side walls for easy high density printing. 
• Sharp emulsion shoulder cuts high density inks leaving a well defined vertical ink 

deposit. 
• Excellent resolution and stencil durability. 
• Obtain quality high density  
• Prints quickly. 
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Other Supplies 
Available  

      Printing Tips  

• For detail prints consider printing multiple “stacked” prints using lower micron 
thicknesses. 

• For large print areas use a clear base to prevent ink from penetrating fabric. 
• Slow your squeegee down to print thick viscous inks. 
• Use a triple durometer 65/95/65 or 75/95/75 to control squeegee deflection. 
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Kiwo   http://www.kiwo.com/Welcome.htm   

An overview of some of the products available 

 

Diazo Photopolymer Emulsion  

KIWOCOL POLY-PLUS SRXAs the industry's highest quality emulsion, the optimized formula of KIWOCOL POLY-
PLUS SRX offers unsurpassed excellence in resolution for close tolerance work such as halftone reproduction for 85 LPI 
and higher. The choice for any graphic ink system including water-based inks. 

KIWOCOL POLY-PLUS S and KIWOCOL POLY-PLUS S UNDYED The most popular product with screen 

printers year after year, KIWOCOL POLY-PLUS S offers outstanding copying properties. It is highly suitable for halftone 
reproduction or other fine detail work. Its solvent resistance gives KIWOCOL POLY-PLUS S superior strength against most 
solvents and ink washes, while remaining durable in humid environments. Its flexibility offers very good mechanical 
resistance. Viscosity sensitized:~6,000 mPas Solids content: 38%  

 
KIWOCOL POLY-PLUS SWR and KIWOCOL POLY-PLUS SWR - RED enables you to reproduce quality 
printed images with the most popular ink systems available today - an excellent choice for close tolerance printing. High 
resistance to solvents and moisture make a very durable stencil that is suitable for long runs on a wide variety of 
substrates. Viscosity sensitized: ~5,000 mPas  
Solids content: 38%  
 
SBQ-Photopolymer emulsion 

POLYCOL S is a blue, solvent and UV resistant SBQ emulsion formulated for graphics printers. POLYCOL S provides all 
the great features of our #1 selling dual cure emulsion KIWOCOL POLY-PLUS S - outstanding resolution, edge definition, 
and mesh bridging, combined with excellent exposure and processing latitude. POLYCOL S, however, is a one-component, 
pre-sensitized emulsion with a one-year pot life and exposure speeds 3-4 times faster than dual-cure emulsions. This 
product reclaims easily and is a great choice for large format printers. Viscosity: ~6,000 mPasSolids content:38% 

Diazo Emulsion  

KIWOCOL 16 RAPID An economical, durable, solvent resistant, and fast exposing emulsion made for general graphics and 
textile printing. Its balanced viscosity and solids content make it easy to achieve good emulsion build-up on all mesh counts 
using a variety of coating techniques. High solvent resistance makes it a good choice when using most graphic and plastisol 
ink systems. Viscosity sensitized:~5,000 mPas  
Solids content: 29%  

Capillary Film 

KiwoFilm offers ease of use, quick application, consistent emulsion thickness, excellent RZ-values and superb print 
definition.  Available in DS-18, Ds-25, DS-35, and DS-50.    This is a presensitized Diazo capillary film with excellent 
resistance to solvent-based and UV-Inks. It offers wide exposure latitude, very good resolution and easy reclaiming. 
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CTS Imaging System for Garment Printers  
KIWO offers the only computer-to-screen (CTS) imaging system designed specifically for garment screen printers – the 
KIWO I-jet 2 ™. This new device provides all the benefits of large-format CTS systems – elimination of film costs, fewer 
screen-processing steps, minimal screen handling, etc. – in a compact format designed to fit the budget of garment 
decorators. 
One of the key benefits is the KIWO I-Jet’s ease of use and it’s plug-in and use design. It has a user-friendly interface 
featuring simple mouse click or function key operation. This allows for a quick and easy transition from analog to digital 
screen making and system can be fully utilized in production just a few hours after installation.  
 

KIWO I-jet 2 ™ uses the same print head technology as the Luscher system to provide unequaled print quality and imaging 
speed in a dependable production system. The I-Jet’s 256-nozzle piezo printhead images a typical T-Shift screen in less 
than 2 Minutes.  The print head technology with solid ink technology enables imaging of highest halftone frequencies up to 
75 lines/in and produces a screen quality that equals and in many cases surpasses the quality of film stencils.  Accurate 
screen-to-screen registration and the incorporation of standard registration systems such as the M&R Tri-Loc, for 
instance, enable fast press set-up and minimal alignment adjustments on press. The KIWO I-jet 2 ™ is compatible with 
Mac, PC, and UNIX platforms and all typical image and layout software. It is bundled with a Harlequin RIP that supports 
PostScript Level 3, EPS, PDF workflows and TIFF formats. 

 The KIWO I-Jet 2 is the only CTS system designed specifically for Garment Decoration. It is 
targeted for heat transfer, ceramic tiles and T-shirt printers. 

 

Kiwo ScreenSetter 2LTDigital direct exposure of the screen with UV-Laser Light eliminates the masking process 
(film positives) by exposing only those areas of the screen that need to receive light, leaving the image area unexposed. 
After exposure the screen is developed with water as usual. The resulting screen features optimal image quality typically 
superior to conventional screen imaging. 
The new KIWO ScreenSetter2 LT is the only digital direct exposure system utilizing DMD and high power 
UV‐Lasers as a light source. Advantages of digital direct exposure with the KIWO ScreenSetter2 LT include: 
 
• Unsurpassed image quality with 1500 or 2400 dpi resolution 
• Fast exposure process 
• Highest accuracy in image placement and image dimensions 
• Shortest workflow in screen printing 
• No consumables required 
 
The KIWO ScreenSetter2 LT sets a new standard in Computer-To-Screen imaging. The KIWO ScreenSetter2 LT offers 
the right configuration for the most applications. It comes standard with a custom configurable frame holder table, which 
is customized according to the user’s requirements. Custom solutions include multiple frame holder systems, custom pin 
registration and other design frame holder variations.  

Another customizable feature is the light power. The machine can be configured with 1, 2 or 3 UV Laser modules offering 
the optimum configuration for the desired applications. 
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KIWO ScreenSetter2 LT  

Digital direct exposure of the screen with UV-Laser Light eliminates the masking process (film positives) by exposing only 
those areas of the screen that need to receive light, leaving the image area unexposed. After exposure the screen is 
developed with water as usual. The resulting screen features optimal image quality typically superior to conventional screen 
imaging. 
 

 

KIWO ScreenSetter Brochure 
 
The new KIWO ScreenSetter2 LT is the only digital direct exposure system utilizing DMD and high power UV-Lasers as a 
light source. Advantages of digital direct exposure with the KIWO ScreenSetter2 LT include: 
 
• Unsurpassed image quality with 1500 or 2400 dpi resolution 
• Fast exposure process 
• Highest accuracy in image placement and image dimensions 
• Shortest workflow in screen printing 
• No consumables required 
 
The KIWO ScreenSetter2 LT sets a new standard in Computer-To-Screen imaging. 

G-DRY 571 Vertical drying cabinet  

 

o Maximum frame format of 2400 x 3000 mm/94 x 118 inch  
o Simple operation  
o Vertical drying of the screens  
o Excellent handling for loading / unloading  
o Compact overall size  
o Slide-in modules (rack) or screen carriage  
o Transparent bi-parting swing door for visual checking  
o Temperature adjustable up to 50°C/122°F  
o Options: 

- Additional heating appliance 3000 Watt  
- Inside isolation 
- Height division for 5 screen frames 
- Double door on the rear side 
- Screen carriage  

 

 

 

Call for a Quote 
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Easiway    http://www.easiway.com/                  An overview of some of the products available  

Eco Responsible Silk Screen Printing Products  
Easiway Systems continues to be the industry leader in the development of innovative, high performance, green silk screen 
printing products  Over the past 30 years, our dedication to quality, safety, and understanding of the market needs has 
been unmatched, allowing us to provide the best on press cleaners, ink degradents, emulsion removers, one-steps, haze 
removers, degreasers, dip tanks, washout booths and other equipment. 

 

 

On Press Cleaners  

EasiSolv™ 140 Solvent Cleaner is a quick drying, fast acting, cleaner designed to effectively break down and dissolve all 
types of printing inks from screen mesh, squeegees, flood bars, pad printing clichés, ink scrapers, tools, frames, and 
presses. This product, with its unique combination of cleaners has a flash point over 140°F, making it much safer and simpler 
to dispose of compared to lower flash, volatile solvents. This product is ideal for on press color changes, screen opening, or 
save screens. 

EasiSolv™ 110 Solvent Cleaner is a quick drying cleaner formulated to effectively dissolve and remove printing inks from 
screen printing mesh, squeegees, flood bars, presses, pad printing tools, rotary screens and more. The combination of 
components is designed to solubilize and remove virtually every type of ink and minimize any remaining stains in printing 
mesh. 

PlastiSolv™ 842 Press Wash is an environmentally approved, 100% active, virtually odor free textile ink remover which can 
be effectively used at the press and in the reclaim area. PlastiSolv 842 Press Wash cuts ink fast and quickly dries for on 
press color changes, screen opening or saved screens. 

PlastiSolv™ 820 Press Wash is an environmentally approved, 100% active, virtually odor free textile ink remover which can 
be effectively used at the press and in the reclaim area. PlastiSolv 820 Press Wash cuts ink fast and quickly dries for on 
press color changes, screen opening or saved screens. 
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EasiSolv™ MPC Mulit-Purpose Solvent Cleaner is a quick drying cleaner formulated to quickly and effectively dissolve and 
break down printing inks from screen printing mesh, squeegees, flood bars, presses, pad printing tools, rotary screens and 
more.The combination of components is designed to solubilize and remove virtually every type of ink and minimize any 
remaining stains. This product is ideal for on-press color changes, screen opening or save screens. 

Screen Wash 

PlastiSolv™ 401 Screen Wash is an environmentally approved, low odor, effective, simple to use formula designed to 
dissolve all plastisol, water base, electronic and UV inks, as well as solder masks and stains from printing mesh. This product 
will quickly and completely remove ink and stains without the hazards and odors associated with aggressive solvents and 
caustic stain/haze removers. PlastiSolv 401 will not "lock in" photopolymer stencil systems. 

EasiSolv™ 901 Screen Wash / Stain Remover is an environmentally approved, 100% active, low odor, quick penetrating and 
fast acting screen wash & stain remover designed to clean virtually all types of screen printable inks, adhesives, clear 
coatings and stains from printing mesh. Conventional/solvent, UV, electronic, water base and textile inks are quickly 
dissolved with EasiSolv 901 without the hazards and odors usually associated with aggressive solvents and caustic 
stain/haze removers. EasiSolv 901 works quickly and causes no damage to screen mesh. 

One Step Ink and Emulsion Removers 

EasiStrip™ One Step Ink Cleaner & Emulsion Remover is a ready to use liquid cleaner which provides a revolutionary, 
streamlined approach to cleaning and reclaiming textile printing screens.  When used as directed, this unique, inexpensive 
product dissolves plastisol and water base ink, water soluble screen blockout, direct emulsion and capillary film as well as 
tape adhesive residue. With EasiStrip, textile screens can be cleaned for pennies by combining many of the cleaning 
processes into one.  EasiStrip is a low odor, non-flammable (NO flashpoint), biodegradable, non-hazardous product which will 
provide the benefits of less labor, less expense and improved efficiency to the screen cleaning and reclaiming operation. 

EasiStrip SUPRA™ One Step Ink Cleaner & Emulsion Remover is a liquid cleaner which provides a revolutionary, 
streamlined approach to cleaning and reclaiming textile printing screens.  When used as directed, this unique, inexpensive 
product dissolves plastisol and water base ink, water soluble screen blockout, direct emulsion and capillary film as well as 
tape adhesive residue. With EasiStrip SUPRA, textile screens can be cleaned for pennies by combining many of the cleaning 
processes into one.  EasiStrip SUPRA is a low odor, non-flammable (NO flashpoint), biodegradable, non-hazardous product 
which will provide the benefits of less labor, less expense and improved efficiency to the screen cleaning and reclaiming 
operation. This concentrated one step ink & emulsion remover is designed to be used as part of the Easiway dip tank system. 

Emulsion Removers  

EasiSolv™ 5 Stencil Remover is a non hazardous, liquid, concentrated solution with additives designed to aggressively 
dissolve direct, direct/indirect emulsions, as well as capillary films. Mixes with water up to 1:4.When rinsed with high 
pressure water emulsion and capillary films will be easily removed and the printing mesh will be fully degreased and ready to 
be recoated. 

EasiSolv™ 500 Stencil Remover Concentrate is a revolutionary, liquid, emulsion remover concentrate which is engineered 
to quickly and aggressively dissolve all direct emulsions, capillary and high density films with ease. Mixes with water up to 
1:25.This is the lowest cost emulsion remover on the market and the only concentrate which ships as non hazardous. 
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Degreaser and Mesh Prep  

EasiSolv™ Screen Perfect Emulsion/Stencil Enhancer is a ready to use liquid which provides a revolutionary, radical 
approach to preparing mesh for emulsion coating and film application. This unique union of water based polymeric 
components will simply eliminate many of the common problems experienced in screen making. Pinholes and fisheyes are 
eliminated. Thick and thin spots on emulsion coated screens will disappear. Screens look and feel smoother. Print life is 
extended. Screens rinse out easily. Mesh reclaims simply. EasiSolv Screen Perfect will provide all these benefits and 
eliminate the need for screen degreaser, mesh prep and wetting agent. 

 

Stain Remover 

EasiSolv™ GOLD Stain Remover is an environmentally approved, biodegradable, 100% active, fast acting, low odor, one-part 
liquid designed to quickly and thoroughly dissolve all ink stains, emulsion residue/stains and ghost images from all types of 
screen printing mesh. EasiSolv GOLD Stain Remover will remove all stains created by solvent, water base, UV and textile 
inks with fewer hazards and less mesh destruction than harsh ghost and haze removers. 

Screen Wash and Stain Remover  

EasiSolv™ 701 Screen Wash / Stain Remover is an environmentally approved, 100% active, low odor, extremely quick 
penetrating and fast acting solvent designed to dissolve and clean virtually all types of screen printable inks, adhesives, 
clear coatings and stains from printing mesh. Conventional/solvent, UV, electronic, water base and textile inks are quickly 
dissolved with EasiSolv 701 without the hazards and odors usually associated with aggressive solvents and caustic 
stain/haze removers. EasiSolv 701 works quickly and causes no damage to printing mesh when used as a stain remover. 

 

Easiway Equipment 

SoftMark ID, a solution for your textile and garment branding needs.  The SoftMark ID System is an alternative way to 
brand your textiles and garments. With SoftMark ID you directly brand your product with information such as logo, size, 
care and content without sewing in custom tags, using heat transfers or screen printing. This is accomplished by 
‘softmarking’ the information directly onto the fabric using a pad printer. Softmarking is the most cost efficient, fastest 
technology for branding your textiles and garments. SoftMark ID has teamed up with the best in the industry to deliver a 
complete branding system; Winon Pad Printers, Marabu Inks, Thinners, Hardeners, Exposure Units, Polymer and Laser 
Plates, Pads, Ink Cups, and Ceramic Rings 
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Washout Booths  

 

32" Wide EasiFlo™ Washout Booth | W-32 

48” high x 32” wide x 30” deep. 
Opening dimensions of 39” high x 32” wide. 3/8” white, welded, polypropylene construction. 

36" Wide EasiFlo™ Washout Booth | W-36 

40” high x 36” wide x 28” deep. 
Opening dimensions of 30” high x 35” wide. 1⁄2” white, welded, polypropylene construction. 

60" Wide EasiFlo™ Washout Booth | W-60 

48” high x 60” wide x 36” deep. 
Opening dimensions of 38” high x 52” wide. 1⁄2” white, welded, polypropylene construction. 

Spraying Systems…call for details  

Recirculating Systems and Wash Out Booths  

4810 Squeegee & Flood Bar Recirculating Washer Features -  White welded polypropylene construction,  Large 
accommodating sink 48" wide x 27" deep,  Convenient draining ledge to dry tools,  Solvent resistant hosing,  Includes 3 
brushes: 1 Ore Flow Washer Brush, 1 Flat Flow-Thru Brush with Valve, and 1 Multi-Flow Angle Brush with Valve 

E30P 30-GallonPolypropylene tank with explosion proof motor, four-cartridge multifilter, 10' spray hose, spray gun, handle 
and brush. 
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E46P  Recirculation washout booth (to be used with E-30P). Size is 48" high x 72" wide x 18" deep.  

 
Easiway Dip Tanks  

The Easiway dip tank system is designed to save you time and money without the mess of traditional reclaiming methods, 
without hazards and without toxicity. This system will make your screen fabric look like new for only pennies per screen. 
Easiway dip tank chemicals are drain safe and can be used to clean hundreds of screens without being replenished. 
Unlike other dip tank systems; this systems suspends and traps solids. You will not generate sludge in the tank if used 
properly. 

Easiway dip tanks are to be used with Easiway approved One Step Ink & Emulsion Removers. 

14 Gallon Polyethylene Dip Tank | PT-506 24" wide x 30" high x 4.5" deep (front to back). Includes tank lid and screen 
hold down rods. 

37 Gallon Polyethylene Dip Tank | PT-52030" wide x 36" high x 8" deep (front to back) with 3/4" drain. Includes tank lid 
and screen hold down rods. 

84 Gallon Polyethylene Dip Tank | PT-598  84 Gallon Polyethylene Dip Tank | PT-598  Includes tank support band and 
screen hold down rods. 

105 Gallon Polyethylene Dip Tank | PT-579105 gallon Includes tank support band and screen hold down rods.  

                           

  EasiStrip One Step Ink Cleaner & EmulsionRemover 

Siphon Pumps, Faucets, Filters, Brushes, Spray Bottles also Available  
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Shur Loc www.shurloc.com An Overview of some of the products available  

Shur Loc Frame System- EZ Retensionable – NO Strips, Glue, Grinding or Retensioning Bolts   

EZ snap in panels, EZ high tension, EZ retensionability, EZ in house stretching. 

Shur Check 130 Tension Meter –works with all fabrics and frames. 

Shur Loc Anti Fatigue Mats – 24x36   36x60    38x84  

Shur Loc Panels Available in 18x20sq, 23x31mzx or m3, 25x36 m3 

Custom sizes and mesh counts available – stock mesh ranges 17 – 330 white/yellow   

Accelerator- heavy rotating tensioning device  

Accelerator 2 Kit A For square bar frames only--Includes: 2 bases, 3 wrenches, square bar adapter, 7positioning knobs,  
3 wrenching pins. 3 physical stop pins, mounting hardware &instructions. 
 
Accelerator 2 Kit B For square bar and all roller frames from 18x20 to 33x37.Includes: 4 bases, 4 wrenches, 11 positioning  
knobs, 4wrenching pins, 4 physical stop pins, mounting hardware& instructions. 
Acceleartor 2 kits include: base plates, complete with frame pad supports and positioning knobs, adjustable wrenches, 
wrenching pins, physical stop pins and positioning template along with instructional DVD. 
 
Accelerator 2 Kit B with Turntable For 18x20 to 25x36 frames.  Includes: 4 bases, 4 wrenches, 11 positioning knobs, 
4 wrenching pins, 4 physical stops, pre-drilled turntable &instructions. 
Turntable with Kit B, but also available for Kit A. 

 
Roller Frame Racks – frame racks are constructed from Aluminum and Steel, and powder coated for ultimate protection.  
Heavy duty Nylon Wheels allow for quick and easy relocation.  Sturdy top cover prevents dust from affecting your screens 
and doubles as a work surface.  Small  holds 14 up to 20x24,  Medium holds 14 23x31 ,  X-large holds 24 23x31   
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Industrial Fabrics  www.ifcfabrics.com  An Overview of some of the products Available 
 

 

No other variable impacts the quality of screen printing as much as the screen fabric. Monoprint fabrics are made with low-
elongation polyester fibers that improve strength and allow higher and faster tension stabilization in screens. From holding 
detailed images to providing optimum ink coverage for process or UV printing, Monoprint fabrics ensure you get precise 
results every time. 

Monoprint fabrics have a track record of: 

• Better durability in screen life and stretchability. 
• Higher tension levels 
• Faster tension stabilization 
• Lower mesh replacement costs. 
• 10-15% stronger for increased performance life. 
• Faster tensioning and stabilization in the frame. 
• Increased resistance to abrasion and harsh reclaiming chemicals 

Available in various mesh counts and colors. 

I-Screen 

Are you looking for a low cost screen printing mesh you can depend on? I-Screen is the perfect mesh for the screen printer 
for whom cost is the most important factor. IFC has qualified our I-Screen for all screen printing applications. It is 
important to have faith in the quality of your fabric even when we are trying to be economical in our purchasing decisions. 
IFC I-Screen is the best of both worlds. I-Screen is a top quality mesh for those jobs where cost is a factor. 
Available in various mesh counts and colors  

FLUOROFAB® OPEN MESH BELTING30-89 and 30-90 
 
The open mesh PTFE impregnated Fiberglass belting is available in ‘brown’ for use in forced hot air curing ovens and also in a 
‘black’ U.V. block coating for ultra violet drying. Widths are available up to 176” wide. The fluorocarbon resins are 
chemically inert and the woven glass substrate provides exceptional strength and dimensional stability. The release 
properties of Fluorofab®  Open Mesh Belting equal and can exceed those of other available belting materials. 
To enhance the tracking and belt life, we offer various styles of edging :Heat Sealed and Sewn, PTFE Coated Fabric for 
Reinforcement, Sewn only,  Heat Sealed TFE Film edging, Silicone edging (Made to order) 
 
APPLICATIONS: 
Screen Print Dryers / Shrink Tunnels 
Drying of Textiles / Drying of Nonwoven Materials 
Side and Base Sealing Auto Pack Machines 
Re-soldering and Ink Drying Cable Braiding 
Heat Setting of Synthetic Yarns 
Curing and Cooling of Extruded Rubber Products 
 
Call for assistance and pricing  

Sefar   www.sefarus.com   An Overview of some of the products Available  
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Heavyweight stretching system 
The SEFAR 2 clamps are an economical stretching system - robust enough for standard stretching demands on small to 
medium format frames.  
The SEFAR 2 has easy-to-use loading mechanisms that have "progressive-clamping force" that prevent mesh from slipping 
out at high-tensions. 
 
 
Tubular Aluminum Frame 
Sefar Printing Solutions offers the broadest line of structurally engineered rigid aluminum frames available on the market 
today. Lightweight, for easy handling, these frames have an optimum stability-to-weight ratio to maintain flatness and 
squareness throughout the life of the frame.  
Controlled, deep penetration welding provides strength and warp resistance. Every frame is hermetically sealed (liquid-
tight) and sandblasted or roughened for excellent synthetic or wire mesh adhesion. Sefar’s aluminum screen frames are 
available in multiple profile sizes, and custom sizes are available upon request. 
 
Rigid Aluminum Frame Sizes 
Rigid aluminum frames from Sefar are available in single-hollow or double-hollow formats (see diagram left), and are 
prepared with the corner welds ground down and a sandblasted surface. Please call Sefar to obtain a quote for rigid 
aluminum frames. 
 
Screen Printing Mesh Sefar PET 1500 
Economical and high-quality printing results for professional demands 
SEFAR PET 1500 is the popular mesh for virtually every screen printing application - large and small-format graphics, CDs, 
decorative tile designs, printed glass, sporting goods, textile printing, and other industrial tasks. 
Sefar PET’s innovative mesh surface treatment provides wet-ability and more uniform emulsion distribution  and therefore 
increased productivity.   
 
 

 
 
 
 
Screens made for your production needs- 
 
Mesh only screens- made to order stretched using your preferred polyester or wire mesh, and perfectly balanced at your 
preferred angles 
(45°, 30°, 22.5°, 90° or your custom angle)  
 
Pre-sensitized screens and Imaged screens are also available 
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Sefar Adhesives  
Sefar offers two different types of screen adhesives: Cyanoacrylates and Two-Part adhesives. Both Cyanoacrylates and 
Two-Part adhesives come in several different formulations, making it easy to find the right adhesive for your screen-
making needs.  
 
Additional Products: 
Sefar carries products for the Architectural Glass, Cd/DVD, Electronics, Graphic screen printing,  Industrial Glass, Solar 
Industry,  Tableware, and Textile Industries. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Saati America’s     http://www.saatiamericas.com  An overview of some of the products available 
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Saatilene Hitech 
A high tension, low-elongation monofilament polyester for prolonged tensions at the highest levels. Made with special high 
tensile strength fibers that are uniquely woven, then heat-set by a proprietary process to heighten dimensional stability. 
You’ll minimize your off-contact distances, reduce squeegee pressure and dramatically increase production speed. This 
means virtually no print distortion. Ideal for applications requiring critical registration, color control and uniform ink 
deposit. 
Hitech mesh is available in white, ultra-orange and ultra-yellow in widths from 40/45 to 145 inches. Mesh counts from 17 to 
508 per inch. 
 
Saatilene Hibond 
A high tension/low elongation polyester monofilament screen-printing fabric, offering added bonuses to the stencil maker 
and printer alike: time savings and stencil durability. While all screen fabrics imperatively require a thorough mesh 
treatment before stencil processing, Saatilene Hibond is delivered ready-to-use. Its special factory finishing renders the 
use of adhesion promoters obsolete and in some cases reduces ghost imaging. Apart from the production time savings, it will 
extend the life of stencils from single to triple, or more. This is a unique feature especially beneficial when printing 
conditions are unusually harsh, either due to the nature of the substrate or the ink system 
 
Equipment 
Coaters,  Computer to Screen,  Drying Racks and Chambers, Frames,  Light Tables, Screen Exposure Systems, 
Stretching Systems, Squeegee Sharpeners, Vacuum Frames, Washout Booths and Reclaiming Booths. 
 
Tapes  
 
Cloth Backed Adhesive 
Durable, plastic coated tape produces a strong bond and excellent water resistance.  Its backing is polyethylene-coated 
cloth.  Constructed with an extra heavy later of natural rubber adhesive, it endures numerous screen recyclings. Available in 
2-inch and 3-inch widths on 60 yard rolls.  
 
White Split-Liner   
Durable white split-liner polyethylene tape with the same proven adhesive as SaatiPrint’s Magi-Blue Tape. To use, peel off 
one-half of the liner and adhere this exposed half around the inside perimeter of the screen. Then apply the linered-half of 
the tape against the frame rails, forming a dam against ink penetration. Screen retensioning can occur with the White 
Split-Liner tape in place. When removal is desired, it peels off easily in one pull and leaves no adhesive residue.  Available in 
2-inch and 3-inch widths on 55-yard rolls 
 
Magi-Blue  
A blue solvent-resistant, polymer tape that is backed with Mylar plastic and used mainly as a blockout tape. Magi-Blue Tape 
will not leave an adhesive residue when removed from the screen. It is resistant to all solvents, alcohols and acids. Available 
in a 2-inch width on 36-yard rolls (36 rolls in a case) and in a 3-inch width on 36-yard rolls (24 rolls in a case). 
 
Teal Purple Newman Roller  
Similar in form and function to Saati Print’s Blue & White Liner Tape. 
Available in a 3-inch width on 55-yard roll 
 
Additional Items Available  
 
Blockouts, Pre-treatments, Emulsions, Inks, Mesh, Reclaiming  Chemicals, QC Devices and Squeegees 
 
Films:  Masking Films, Thick Films, Capillary Films, Thick Films   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Printers Edge    www.printersedge.com   An Overview of some of the products  available 
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Squeegee Blades & Handles 
 

 
 
 
Edgelife squeegee blades are made in America of the finest polyurethane elastomers available. Our special molding process 
ensures a uniform material, without voids. All of our squeegees are shipped with our special factory edge. These edges are 
the smoothest and sharpest squeegees available to give you maximum printing performance. All squeegees are guaranteed to 
be the most solvent resistant on the market. 
They are available in all shapes and sizes. 

Masteredge (Master Edge) Squeegee Blades are made in America of the finest polyurethane elastomers available. Our 
special molding process ensures a uniform material, without voids. All of our squeegees are shipped with our special factory 
edge. These edges are the smoothest and sharpest available to give you maximum printing performance. All squeegees are 
guaranteed to be the most solvent resistant on the market. 
They are available in all shapes and sizes. Pricing is per 12ft roll. 

Screen Dryer Temperature Gauge The 93816-K Screen Print Kit with AquaTuff™ 35100-K Waterproof Thermocouple 
Instrument, allows you to monitor precise ink temperatures when profiling dryers to ensure perfect prints every time. 
Temperature Range: -100° to 999°F (-73° to 537°C)Accuracy: With factory calibration,  

 

 

Squeegee Durometer Gauge-Durometers are used to measure the hardness of elastomeric squeegee.  A durometer works by 
measuring the penetration of the gauges indenter under the specific conditions of a given durometer standard.   Features;  
Clearly marked dial. Reading from 0 to 95 Shore A, Anodized aluminum body with stainless steel parts,  High accuracy and 
repeatability,  Conforms to ASTM D-2240  Made in the USA 

Hot Knife Squeegee Sharpener-The Printer's Edge Hot-Knife squeegee sharpener is the best you can buy!  
The linear action knife cut provides a blemish free and sealed edge that far outlasts abrasive sharpeners that open up the 
material to solvent and wear. The patented heated knife and pneumatic cutting system remove as thin as 1/32" of the blade 
material in one slice. It is cleaner and faster and reduces labor in both sharpening and printing. The superior edge provides 
streak free printing and the sharpest resolution of half tones and fine lines. 
 
 
 
 
 
Frames 
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Bare Aluminum - high quality aluminum frames, custom made for your requirements. Our aluminum welded frames are very 
strong but lightweight. All frames are ground ready for bonding mesh, or can be shipped without grinding for sandblasting.  
Standard sizes are always ready in stock to ship; these include 20x24, 23x31, and 25x36. 

Reten Retensionable Frames© Increase mesh life up to 7 times, Reduce ink consumption by 20%, Square side bars won’t let 
Retens warp! Get consistent, controllable, mesh tension, High print quality with no thread distortion.  The patented HIX 
Reten frame offers the most advanced features in frame technology. You'll save both time and money with our square 
sidebars. Fastrax mesh mounting system and Accutrax Tensioning. You'll also increase your mesh life dramatically (up to 7 
times) while reducing your ink consumption by 20‰.  Square sidebars won't let Retens warp like some retensionables. They 
clamp easily into any printer without adapters saving you time and money. If you "gang run" smaller jobs you can rotate and 
reposition Retens in seconds. You won't be replacing any mesh due to nicking and tearing because there is no exposed fabric 
wrapped around our sidebars. Retens tape and handle like wood or rigid aluminum frames so there's no need for fabric 
protectors, special carts or special screen room handling.  The Fastrax system is the quickest "fabric to frame" technique 
available on any frame. There's no presoftening. Corners can be softened at any time during tensioning or retensioning. Our 
color coded double spline fabric locks easily in our continuous slot. No more damaged mesh from inferior end threading 
systems.  Tension control means quality control. That means Accutrax Tensioning. Dual tension jacks provide infinite fabric 
tension adjustments in each image area quadrant. You get consistent, controllable mesh tension and higher print quality with 
no thread distortion.  

 

Additional Products Available – Call for Details   
Squeegee Blades, Master Edge Squeegee, Squeegee  Accessories, Hot Knife Sharpener, Aluminum Screen  Printing Frames, 
Screen Stretching, Prepress Supplies, Plastisol Textile Screen Printing Ink, Film Output Systems, Air Filtration Systems,  
Optical Disc Printing, Aluminum Composite Sheets and Substrates, Dryer Belts, RST Gauge, Sign Supplies   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sprayway Products  www.spraywayinc.com  An Overview of some of the products available  
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Graphic Arts Glass Cleaner #40 Anti-static formulation, Designed for picture framers, printers, artists, screen 
printers, sign makers, and sewing trade personnel.  Leaves no film, streaks, scratches, or residue. For use on copy 
boards, lenses, negatives, and stripping tables. Can be used safely on many surfaces including Formica, chrome, 
porcelain, and plastics. Contains no ammonia. 
 
Mist Type Spray Adhesive #82 -Created for textile screen printers who specialize in T-shirts and similar materials. 
Bonds easily to cloth, paper, cardboard, acetate, foil, plastic film, cork, foam rubber, and leather. Pressure-
sensitive formula is repositionable without losing strength. Will not transfer to fabric or allow shifting during screen 
printing process. 

Web Type Spray Adhesive #83 - Economy-type adhesive for textile screen printers who work with sweatshirts and 
other heavier materials. Bonds easily to cloth, paper, cardboard, acetate, foil, plastic film, cork, foam rubber, and leather. 
Repositionable without losing strength.  Non-staining; fabric will not shift during screen printing process. 

Super Flash Spray Adhesive #84 - Screen printing pallet adhesive specially formulated for flash-cure applications. 
Remains tacky; perfect for applications and temperatures required to cure plastisol inks. Safe to use on any fabric. High-
quality industrial grade spray adhesive. Will not transfer to or allow shift in during screen printing process. 

Instant Screen Opener #957 -Opens dried-up areas on screens used by screen printers and signs/display personnel. 
Compatible with all types of screen printing inks. Regular use helps to prevent clogging and work delays.  Guaranteed to 
leave no film. For use on screens made with photogenic (direct or indirect), stencil or lacquer-proof knife-cut films only. 

Clean Jet 100 #805- For use in home, business, and institutional settings with electronic environments. Cleans small, 
delicate, and tight areas such as computer and energized photographic equipment, circuits, and sewing machines. Compact, 
portable source of ultra-clean gas for precision removal of particles. Non-flammable; high pressure spray. Safe to use on all 
electronic energized equipment. 

Crazy Clean All Purpose Cleaner #30 - All purpose cleaner for use on most hard surfaces. Foaming action allows for soil 
penetration and emulsion for easy cleaning. Removes grease, oil, and other soils from engines, auto exteriors and interiors. 
Ideal as a general purpose carpet and upholstery cleaner. 

C-60 Solvent Degreaser #60 Designed for use in the art or picture framing studio; graphic arts, signs or screen print 
show; or sewing trade’s environment. Cleans electric motors and machines while running - will not disrupt production 
schedules. Removes ink, dirt, grease, oil, fresh paint, etc. Quick drying; non-flammable; low in toxicity. Leaves no residue. 
Not for use on plastics. 

 
Other Industries Served by Sprayway – Call for Pricing  
 

Tekmar  http://tekmarltd.com/  An Overview of some of the products Available 
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Exhauster 2000 Cleaning Station 
The Exhaustex 2000 ushers in a new era of unsurpassed performance in spot cleaning technology. The powerful 2 speed 
vacuum motor, will instantly remove airborne contaminants from the work area that are generated by the spot cleaning 
process. The secondary stainless steel chemical shield vacuums away all over-spray that it captures. 
 
Exhaustex 1500 Cleaning Station -The European styled Exhaustex 1500 is the affordable answer to exposure and 
compliance problems. A large stainless steel screen and arm allow cleaning of any shape garment. The Super powerful 
vacuum unit, will dry the heaviest fabrics and vent away the chemical vapors.  This compact unit has an exclusive chemical 
dam, ensuring that all liquid is evaporated. 

Tee Tak Internal Adhesive Applicator- The all new Tekmar TEE-TAK takes the headache out of all over printing It is 
designed to allow the application of adhesive to the inside of Tee Shirts and other imprintables, stopping fabric movement 
when printing. Shirts can be pre-sprayed and stacked ready for loading on the oversized pallets. The TEE-TAK is also great 
for stabilizing the shirts on a belt printer. This system speeds up production, improves print quality and overall improves all 
over printing. The TEE-TAK’s exclusive air bar distributes adhesive throughout the shirt, ensuring maximum printing 
stability. As the shirts are loaded a convenient foot peddle is depressed and the unit delivers a pre-set blast of adhesive to 
the inside of the shirt. The internal pump, provides an even supply of Tekmar’s starch based TB-STX adhesive to the twin 
precision tipped spray guns, which have HVLP technology to eliminate overspray. The TEE-TAK is backed by Tekmar’s 
Lifetime 

The TARGET SYSTEM TB 500 is the ideal replacement for aerosol adhesives. Perfect for small to medium sized screen 
print shops, working with manual and automatic presses. Snapping easily onto a special 1 gallon bucket, the exceptional 
economy of the system eliminates the need for frequent refills. Fully adjustable for both fluid and air flows, the stainless 
steel tipped spray gun utilizes HVLP technology, allowing the application of a perfect mist coating of adhesive, while 
minimizing overspray Limited Warranty, ensuring years of reliable, and trouble free operation. 

Tekmar TEKMAR TB 10 is a revolutionary new adhesive, developed specifically for the textile screen printing industry. It 
is manufactured using newly developed synthetic polymer technology that until now, has not been available for screen 
printing applications. TB 10 is designed to be sprayed through an adhesive applicator such as the TARGET SYSTEM TB 
1000. It affords tremendous hold down for both Tee’s and sweats and has a tack time that rivals aerosol solvent based 
adhesives. Should the adhesive lose its’ tackiness as a result of lint or fleece build up, it can be quickly re-activated by 
wiping over with a damp sponge, giving maximum use and minimizing reapplication.TB10 Water Based Adhesive  
 
Formula TS-3 Spot Cleaner  
The exceptional spot cleaner Textile Formula TS-3 is also non-flammable. This cutting edge cleaning fluid will instantly 
remove 100% of cured plastisol inks along with water based, puff, flock adhesives and many other ink types: TS-3 is the 
industry standard by which others are judged. TS-3 contains “Teknaklean” – a revolutionary additive that allows the soil to 
be encapsulate for more complete and efficient cleaning. TS-3 can also be used to clean grease and oil from fabrics. It is 
also a terrific cleaner for removing flock lettering and transfers from T’s and sweats. 
 
Spot Cleaning Gun Stand 
Provides a stable platform to hang a spot cleaning gun. Fully rotatable, this 48 inch high stand can be mounted to any table 
surface. The sturdy, powder coated steel stand, can support the heaviest of spot cleaning guns.  
 
Gun Weight Balancer   
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Allows gun to be suspended at the correct work height. Fully adjustable, it reduces operator fatigue and eliminates costly 
breakage due to accidental dropping of gun. 
 
Exhaustex 2000 

 
The Exhaustex 2000 ushers in a new era of unsurpassed performance in spot cleaning 
technology. The powerful 2 speed vacuum motor, will instantly remove airborne contaminants 
from the work area that are generated by the spot cleaning process. The secondary stainless steel 
chemical shield vacuums away all over-spray that it captures.  
 
Exhaustex 1500 

 
The European styled Exhaustex 1500 is the affordable answer to exposure and compliance 
problems. A large stainless steel screen and arm allow cleaning of any shape garment. The 
Super powerful vacuum unit, will dry the heaviest fabrics and vent away the chemical vapors. 
This compact unit has an exclusive chemical dam, ensuring that all liquid is evaporated. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Albatross USA Inc  www.albatross-usa.com   An Overview of some of the products Available 
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Mesh Prep & Degreaser - Bioprep Mesh Preparation Degreaser A non-flammable, non-hazardous, low V.O.C., biodegradable 
degreaser. Non abrasive fabric treatment that acts like a wetting agent for use on all synthetic and wire screen mesh. 
Provides an even sheeting of water for complete uniform stencil adhesion. Improves film lamination and bonding of direct 
photo emulsions. For use before each stencil preparation. 
 
Superprep Mesh Preparation Abrader -Abrasive mesh pretreatment containing microscopic grit and a degreaser wetting 
agent. Designed to make monofilament fabric more receptive for excellent stencil adhesion. Works quickly to lightly abrade 
and degrease without clogging the mesh openings. Works gently and can be used before each screen preparation. 
 
Haze Remover- Haze Out Haze Remover Non-Hazardous, Non-Caustic Removes imbedded UV and Plastisol ink which remain 
after ink and emulsion removal. Does not contain any sodium periodate or periodic acid. Excellent degreaser as it also 
removes dirt, residues and sizing. 
 
 
Cleaning Guns  
 

 
 
 
SG5000-Cleaning Gun - The most powerful spot cleaning gun manufactured. It is perfect for high volume screen printers, 
textile mills, apparel manufacturer and other applications where heavy duty use is required. Features include: Extremely 
High Pressure Unbreakable - High Impact Plastic Housing Vapor Lock Switch Variable Spray Nozzle 60 Watt Motor Draws 
from Large 22 oz. Jar or Directly from Bulk Containers Brass and Stainless Steel Pump Assembly for Years of Trouble Free 
Use. Made in Switzerland for Precision Quality. 
 
Expert 1000 - A high quality, inexpensive spotting gun, for budget minded customers and for promotional use. All metal 
body, adjustable nozzle and volume control. 
 
 
 
Spot Removers  
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S.P.I.F. II-  A unique cured ink remover which does not contain any methylene chloride, perchloroethylene or any other 
chemical requiring a cancer warning. It completely removes all cured ink marks from all types of textiles. Unlike regular 
S.P.I.F. and other methylene chloride based products, S.P.I.F. II has a high T.L.V. and is not subject to methylene chloride 
exposure monitoring standards and medical surveillance requirements. S.P.I.F II does not contain any ketones (like acetone 
or methyl ethyl ketone) and is not considered a flammable liquid. 
 
SPIF – Completely removes cured plastisol inks, most water-based inks, flock lettering and adhesives from all textiles. Its 
unique oxygenated formula leaves fabric free of any trace of the ink smudge. Unlike other cured ink removers, S.P.I.F. is a 
full-strength product and does not contain any petroleum hydrocarbon "fillers." This ensures that the ink marks are 
removed using a minimum of product. 

 
Expert Scorch Remover - Instantly removes scorch and light burn marks form clothing. Packaged in a pump spray 
container, Expert Scorch Remover is easy to apply. After spraying Expert Scorch Remover on the mark, simply run the 
fabric through a warm dryer or press with a warm iron. Expert Scorch Remover is especially useful for screen printers. 
 
Albatross – Expert supplies a variety of Industries including:  Screen Printing, Apparel/Textile Manufacturing, 
Upholstery, Electronics,  
Please allow us to assist you with your needs ! 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Eino –Diamond Chase  www.eino-diamondchase.com An Overview of some of the products Available  
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Tension Quick - One Tool...One Motion. 
The Tension-Quik is a low cost, easy-to-use screen stretching system. Combined with static stretch & glue frames, the 
Tension-Quik, as an adjustable or welded stretcher, is the least expensive route to high tension screens. As a frame, it 
provides a fast screen making system. 

One tool...one motion. Adjustable  
 

 Draw-Bar Frame Is a U-shaped channel with an enclosed fabric locking bar. The locking bar is drawn outward with an 
array of bolts, adjusting and tensioning the mesh.  The variety of available fabric locking systems allows for excellent 
fabric installation and alignment with almost all mesh types. In addition, the on-press micro registration capabilities within 
the frame itself make it one of the most accurate available.  Custom manufactured to your specifications, with 16 profiles 
available.  

Aluminum Stretch & Glue Frames 
Diamond Chase Stretch & Glue frames are manufactured from high quality, custom made extrusions. Specifically designed 
by Diamond Chase, these profiles have rounded edges for comfortable handling and are engineered for strength and weight 
characteristics required. Each frame is welded water tight, leveled and sandblasted for adhesion. Profiles are available 
from 3/4" to 5" wide. 

The All NEW Roller Chase 
The RcX comes in three different models based on the roller diameter for the various frame sizes and tensioning 
requirements. Two models are available with one side a square tube. The RcX 1.4 is approximately 1 7/16” in diameter and is 
primarily used for manual textile and small format printing. Available with a Square Tube for back clamp presses. The RcX 
1.6 is 1 5/8” in diameter and is used for automatic textile printing at high tension levels and general printing applications. 
Available with a Square Tube for back clamp presses. The RcX 2.0 is 2” in diameter and is preferred for oversized textile 
printing and general printing applications with frames up to 60”. The RCLF large format frames have three models for 
frames between 5 and 20 feet in length and are manufactured with the welded end plug and roller support system as 
before. 
 
 

 
 

 
Pocono Screen Supply     www.poconoscreen.com    An Overview of some of the Products Available  
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Wooden Frames…First Quality Pennsylvania poplar hardwood construction -The only 6 finger mortise and tenon joint in the 
industry! Industrial Strength Polyurethane Coating.  All edges are finished, sanded and routed. 
Available in 18x20 – 20x20 – 19x22- 20x24 -22x22 -23x31 -25x36   Mesh Counts from 24 to 305.   
White or yellow Mesh. Custom Sizes Available  

Aluminum Frames - Precision extruded aluminum tubing 1 1/2" x 1 1/2" - Rigid & Bow Resistant Robotically Welded Corners 
Industrial Strength powder-coating available - Highest Quality Saati Monofilament Polyester LE Mesh Imported from Italy 
Industry’s Leading Two-Part Adhesive - Pocono's exclusive Tri-Bond mesh adhering system, guaranteed.   

Available in  20x24 –23x31 – 25x 36      Mesh Counts 24-305   White or Yellow       Custom sizes Available  

Pocono Screen Supply can now provide in-house welding for all your custom size aluminum frames. With our newly installed 
state-of-the-art Miller Tig Welder, we can assure flawless waterproof welds, including all sizes up to 10 x 20 feet. Our 
standard size tubing is 1 1/2 x 1 1/2. Larger profiles available. 

Custom Welded Aluminum Frames - Proudly Made in the USA– 

Available Profiles ---1x1, 1 1/2 x 1½ - 1½x2, 13/4x3, 2 x 4 

 

Melray Industries  www.melary.com  An Overview of some of the products Available 
 
 
Forever Frame Guaranteed for life. Invest in Mel-Ray FOREVER Frames™ once.  Save 20-40% over the cost of new  
frames each time you have new mesh applied through our RAPID Restretch™ program.  If the frames ever wear out, 
we will replace them free of charge! That’s right. Spend a little more for domestically manufactured Mel-Ray  
FOREVER Frames™, give us your restretch business for the life of the frames, and we'll make sure you never have to buy  
new aluminum frames again. Our Frames have welded rounded corners and are stretched to the precise newtons requested 
by the customer. Large format? No problem. We do it all in house. No set-ups or minimums.  

Prograde Frames Proven Durability - Unbeatable Value - These Frames are hand selected from the highest quality of 
Douglas Fir wood. They have no splits, cracks, or knots, and are double dipped to ensure a more comfortable frame.   Mel-
Ray's Prograde frames feel good, look good, and most importantly they are durable which makes the price well worth it! 
Fabricated from clear Douglas fir. Low elongation European Mesh. Triple mortise and tenon corners, Rounded edges and 
corners, Polyurethane waterproofing,  Ideal for cataloging artwork for repeat customers.  Given their ability to be 
restretched numerous times prior to replacement, Mel-Ray Prograde Frames provide exceptional value to both manual and 
automatic print shops. Because they are precision machined from Douglas fir, one of the most stable wood varieties 
available, Mel-Ray Prograde Frames are also exceptionally durable (there are literally tens of thousands of Mel-Ray WOOD 
Screens in print shops across America) 

Economy Grade Frames- Proven Durability. Unbeatable Value. Fabricated from clear Douglas fir- Low elongation European 
mesh-Double mortise and tenon corners - Rounded edges and corners- Polyurethane waterproofing - Ideal for cataloging 
artwork for repeat customers . Given their low initial cost and ability to be restretched numerous times prior to 
replacement, Mel-Ray WOOD Frames provide exceptional value to both manual and automatic print shops.  Because they are 
precision machined from Douglas fir, one of the most stable wood varieties available, Mel-Ray wood Frames  

Rapid Restretch -  A unique, web-enabled approach to getting mesh onto our customer's spent wood or aluminum frames as 
conveniently and economically as possible. Some advantages and conveniences offered by our RAPID Restretch™ program 
include: Savings of up to 40% over new Frames--Typical one to two day maximum turn-around--Complimentary removal of 
the mesh and glue (we'll even clean off the ink and tape for an additional fee)--24/7 access to order placement and status. 

Scoop Coaters – Custom made…Please let us know what size you would like  ! 
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Newman Roller Frames www.stretchdevices.com  An Overview of some of the Products Available  

 

Manual MZX Ultra Light Textile Frame – 18x23, 23x26, 23x28,31x31 -Custom Frame Sizes Available. 
Roller Diameter: 1 7/16”; Minimum Roller Size: 12” (302mm); Maximum Roller Size: 31” 

Automatic M3 Ultra Light Frames -  All Rollers- Custom Frame Sizes Available. Roller Diameter: 1 5/8”; Minimum Roller 
Size: 16” (406.5mm); Maximum Roller Size: 43” 

Automatic M6 Ultra light Frames - Custom Frame Sizes Available. Roller Diameter: 2 inches; Minimum Roller Size: 15” 
(381mm); Maximum Roller Size: 62”  

Roller Master Tables - The low friction, 4-way simultaneous tensioning on the Newman Roller Master™ combined with a 3 
minute holding stress, is equivalent to approx. 7 to 10 retensionings. Retensioning mesh with the Newman Roller Master™ 
after the 1st print run and reclaiming, combined with a 1 minute holding stress is equivalent to approx. 3 - 4 retensionings. 

Many other products, accessories, registration systems, press carts, drying racks, tension meters, squeegee, flood 
bars are available along with other products for a variety of industries. 
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Meadowbrook Inventions    www.meadowbrookinventions.com   Glitter   

Silver 1UP Light Gold 3UP 

  

Dark Gold 4UP Red 10UP 

  

Fuchsia 12UP Royal Blue 15UP 

  

Green 20UP Soft Black 36UP 

  

Meadowbrook’s chief product is glitter brilliantly colored particles of precision cut plastic films and metallic foils. 
Their main industries are: haute couture, leisure wear, embroidery, toys, crafts, floral and accessories.   

They are well known throughout the entire world  

Sequins- A variety of colors, materials and sizes are available.  Metallic, Transparent, Crystal, Iridescent, Opaque,  Matte, 
Liquid, Leather, True Metal, Wood, Tortoise, Denim, Moonbeams, and many more !  

 
Glitter- Polyester Jewels- available in 40 colors 

Micronic Jewels Polyester Glitter for screening-available in 8 colors- sizes begin as small as 50 microns 

Alpha Jewels- This is a prismatic glitter –A holographic polyester glitter looks spectacular on black 

Crystalina – Extremely popular iridescent polyester glitter-refracts a dynamic spectrum of color –especially on pastels   

Foil  
 
Foil is an exciting product that adheres to various types of fabrics. Foil transfers can be a valuable asset for any printer 
wanting to create an eye-catching graphic effect. It also makes an interesting alternative for applications that have 
reflective inks. Foil is a great way to accent any garment. It is simply done by applying foil over plastisol transfers or screen 
printable adhesives.  
 
Available Colors:  
Gold, Silver, Clear, Copper, Purple, Red, Green, Royal Blue, Pink, Black, Rainbow, Swirl, Gold Hologram, Silver Hologram, Gold 
Rainbow, Silver Rainbow and Pearlescent. 
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Kimoto    www.kimototech.com An Overview of Some Products Available  
 
Flexiber Film  
Flexiber Film is a high quality, hard coated polyester and polycarbonate film, consisting of base polyester or polycarbonate, 
a chemically bonded UV-cured hard surface coating.   Key Benefits include:-Excellent scratch resistance-Chemical and 
household cleaner resistance even at the edges- Embossable.  Consistent gloss/antiglare surface - Attractive appearance-
Superior flex life. Applications include:-Membrane Switch-Graphic Overlay-Name Plate-Screen Printing-Touch Screen and 
Industrial applications 
 
Ohmlex Film: High quality, conductive polymer coated film    
Ohmlex Film is a high quality, conductive polymer coated; and Flexiber film is a hard coated polyester and polycarbonate 
film, consisting of base polyester or polycarbonate, a chemically bonded, or UV-cured hard surface coating. Ohmlex film has 
low surface resistivity combined with high visual light transmission. Furthermore, Ohmlex film has good stability to high 
temperature, humidity, light, and higher water resistivity.  Key Benefits include: Lower electric resistance, ohms/sq. 
Excellent water resistance. Embossable Consistent gloss/antiglare surface. Attractive appearance Superior flex life . 
Applications include:       Name Plate Touch Screen       Industrial applications 

 
Kimodesk Premium and Kimodesk Premium Clear 
Kimoto manufactures three types of Polyester Films that go directly from your desktop system, to a laser printer to burn 
screens. It is possible to burn screens without the need for cameras, processors or chemistry.  Kimodesk is well suited for 
multi-color Screen printing jobs where tight registration is critical.  Save time and money by printing Kimodesk on  your laser 
printer and exposing  your screen.  Benefits include:  Polyester base imparts dimensional stability and heat resistance, Both 
sides printable with anti-static properties, excellent toner adhesion. 
 
Inkjet Printable Media 
Silkjet sc4 and Silkjet UC5 are direct to screen films.  Silkjet media are inkjet printable film positives used to burn screens 
the same way as our Kimodesk products are utilized.  We recommend diazo type inkjet printers for Silkjet products such as 
Epson. Key benefits include; Polyester base imparts dimensional stability –Single side printable with anti-static properties-
UC5 can be imaged with both pigment and dyebased inks 
 
Kimoto Pake Pens 
Waterproof retouching and correction pens with very high density for films, in ruby and black. Available in different widths. 
 
K1001  KIMOTO TOUCH-UP PEN MED BLK 3MM 
K1002 KIMOTO TOUCH-UP PEN MED RED 3MM 
K1005 KIMOTO TOUCH-UP PEN FIN BLK 1MM 
K1006 KIMOTO TOUCH-UP PEN FIN RED 1MM 
K1007 KIMOTO SUPER FINE LINE (MTH)BLK 
K1010  KIMOTO TOUCH-UP PEN PFN RED .15 
 K1013 KIMTOTO TOUCH-UP PEN SFN BLK .1 0 
 K1014 KIMOTO TOUCH-UP PEN SFN RED .10 
 K1015 KIMOTO TOUCH-UP PEN SFN BLK .05 
Kimoto carries a variety of products including: Projection Films, Silkscreen Products, Industrial Films, Digital Imaging, 
Offset Printing and Industrial Inkjet Printers.  
 
********************************************************************************************************* 
ITW/Martex  PCB Ink Marker Pen for Copper ,Printed Circuit 12 Valve Action Pens, Fine Line Etch Resistant Markers 
 
Etch resistant ink pen for PCB - printed circuit board electronics, for drawing on copper surfaces. Etch resistant PCB 
supplies 12 valve action marker pen ink for copper surfaces comes in fine or extra fine. The printed circuit board supplies 
marker pens come in either blue or red . These fine quality action markers are a DYKEM brand made by ITW Mark-Tex. 
This product is specifically designed and manufactured for our company to distribute. These products were designed for 
application on PCB's and copper surfaces . Mark resists action of various etching solutions applied on electrical bare boards. 
Used in plating process for manufacturing 

  
Gloves –Nitrile, Cotton and Disposable Gloves available in small – Medium Large and Ex-Large 
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An overview of some of the products available 
 
Cutters—Bottle Label Dispenser- Label Dispensers -Die Cut Part Dispensers-Hang Tab Dispensers-Label Re-winder  
Call for details 
 
Electronic Non Adhesive Cutters –“Light Duty”  
Accepts material widths up to 2” 
Cuts material lengths from .79” to 39” 
Ideal for light duty cutting of shrink tubing and sleeving  
Automatic Material feed and cut  
Maximum roller OD 7”   
Photo electric Actuation of cutter or manual feed  
Insures consistent size of pieces 
Ideal for assembly kitting  
Over-ride -foot switch available 
 
SM6000  Coppertron  
 Instantly and precisely measures copper foil thickness 
 ½ oz. (18 µ), 1 oz. (36 µ), 2 oz. (71 µ), 3 oz. (107 µ) 
 Never needs calibration 
 Lightweight - only 5.3oz (150g) 

   
   PC101-Printed Circuit Board Conformal Coating Aerosol  
    PC101 ™ is a single component, fast drying, easily repairable coating for printed circuit boards and electrical equipment 
 
 
 
Magnifiers 
Aspheric Magnifiers, Benchtop Illuminated Magnifiers, Benchtop Magnifiers, Eyeglass Magnifiers, Binocular head mount 
magnifiers,  
 
Loupes 
Peak, Fixed Focus, Doublet, Triplet, Photographers Loupes, Hand Loupes, Jewelers Loupes, Measuring Loupes, Measuring 
Loupe Scales,  
Pocket Specialty Loupes, Graphic Arts and Photography Loupes 
 

Microscopes  
Pocket, Stand, Wide Stand, Specialty, True Erect Image and Drill Microscopes  
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Lymtech  
Supplier of contamination control products for clean room and other critical environment applications 
Sterile Wipes – Non woven wipes – Polyester knit wipes – Pre-saturated wipes  -Clean room paper – Sterile Alcohol  
 

Brushes 
Scrub - Horse hair  - Black Nylon – Horsehair/Brass – Stencil – Grumbacher Touch Up  
 
Burgess/Carlson Registration Pins –Call for quoting  
 
Static Master Brushes and replacement Cartridges – Call for Quoting 
 

 
Dynaloy      An Overview of some Items Available  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Dynaloy is the preeminent supplier of photoresist and residue removers designed for advanced packaging applications 
including solder bumping, Cu pillar, µ-bumping and through silicon via (TSV). Our products are specifically designed to meet 
the stringent requirements of the most demanding applications. 
 
Dynaloy provides products for industrial applications where a common solvent is not the answer. We do not produce generic 
chemicals but rather we develop unique formulations to meet and exceed the performance requirements of your particular 
application.  They carry Conformal Coating Removers, Potting and Encapsulating Removers,  Urethane Products, Epoxy 
Products, Silicone Products, Conductive Materials,  

Industrial Products - Dynaloy has developed a line of safe, effective products that effectively remove adhesives and 
polyimides and that clean molds including the Dynasolve line: Dynasolve 100, Dynasolve 185, Dynasolve 210, and Dysnasolve 
218. Contact Dynaloy today to order or for more information about our industrial products. 

Dynaloy™ LLC develops, manufactures and markets world class advanced cleaning solutions for semiconductor and specialty 
applications. 

Calmark Trays  

Calmark offers the Series 900 and 910 (high temperature) PCB Handling Trays for easy and efficient handling and 
transport of PC boards during various stages of production. 
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Electra Photopolymers          http://www.electrapolymers.com/ 

 
SPECIALITY RESISTS & COATINGS 
FOR THE ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY 
    
CARBON CONDUCTIVE PASTES 
SILVER CONDUCTIVE PASTES 
DIELECTRIC & CAPACITOR PASTES 
RESISTOR PASTES 
LIQUID PHOTOIMAGEABLE SOLDERMASKS 
LIQUID PHOTOIMAGEABLE 
FLEXIBLE COVERLAY 
PEELABLE RESISTS 
AQUEOUS DEVELOPING LIQUID 
ETCH & PLATE RESIST 
 
Electra offers customers unparalleled choice from an extensive range of products and OEM approvals. This range combines 
ongoing developments and continuous improvement with proven technologies and know-how. 
 
Electroluminescent Lamp Materials 
Elx10  Phosphor Paste - Elx30 Silver Conductive Paste - Elx40 UV Curable Cover lay - Elx50 Carbon Conductive Paste - 
Elx80  Ceramic Dielectric Paste - Elx-ITOR  ITO Replacement Paste   
 
PCB Membrane Switch Materials 
Durashield Automotive Resists and Electrics – Polymer Thick Film Materials -  Flexible Solder Mask and Cover-lay – Hole 
Plug Materials –  
Legend Inks – Liquid Photo Imageable  Solder Mask - Peelable Resists -  Liquid Photo Imageable Etch Resists -  Screen 
Washers & Reducers – 
Thermal UV Curing Soldermask – Thermal UV Curing Etch & Plate Resist  
 
ELP112 LPI Legend Ink 

ELV13 UV Cure Legend Ink 
Ronascreen 1700 UV Cure Legend Ink 

EL16 Two-Component Epoxy Legend Ink 

Ronascreen 752 Two-Component Epoxy Legend Ink 

EL11 Single-Component Legend Ink 
Ronascreen SPSR™ 5900 LPI Soldermask 

Ronascreen SPSR™ 5600 LPI Soldermask 

EPIC LSF60 LPI Soldermask 

EMP 110 Spray Technology 
EMP110 Laser Direct Imaging (LDI) Technology 

EMP110 LED-W Super White LPI Soldermask 
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http://www.sdionline.com/ 
 
CleanRoom Supplies –SDI  
Our Dust Removal System is the ultimate tool for cleaning particulate contaminants. 
Unwanted particles as small as one micron are readily removed from the substrate. 
This consists of Rollers, Handles and sticky pads.  They can be used for cleaning boards and cleaning walls.  
 We sell products for most clean room applications, as well as various products used in the manufacturing and assembly of 
PCB’s, PCW’s and Flex Circuitry.  These items include :  adhesive rollers, cleaning machines, clean walk mats, portable clean  
with silicone rubber pads or commodity papers. 
 

 
Portable Softwall Clean Room 
Portable Softwall Clean Rooms allow you to achieve Class 10,000 standards in your work area within 1 day. Rooms come with 
a ready to assemble pre-engineered and pre-fabricated modular frame 8 ft. long x 8 ft. wide x 8 ft. high and soft clear PVC 
Curtains and doors. Custom sizes are available. 
 
Clean Room Rollers 
The SDI Floor and Wall Cleaning Rollers were designed specifically for cleaning the interior floors and walls of the clean 
room. This product provides a cleaning solution for this critical environment that prevents particles from becoming 
airborne. These rollers can also be used during actual production, minimizing the down time for maintenance of clean rooms. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Dust Removal System 
Our Dust Removal System is the ultimate tool for cleaning particulate contaminants. Unwanted particles as small as one 
micron are readily removed from the substrate. High tack (BLUE) is use on rigid, thicker substrates such as copper panels. 
Medium tack (RED) is used on substrates such as flex circuits, photo tools, artwork and glass. Medium tack general purpose 
(LIGHT BLUE) is appropriate for all the substrates mentioned above in the medium tack level with special emphasis on 
cleaning thin or delicate substrates.  The  6 in. and 12 in. DRS handles are available in metal and plastic, and all sizes have a 
straight or 30 degree handle. Custom sizes and configurations available on request 
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Chek-Rite 
Chek-Rite is a dimensionally stable translucent plastic sheet designed for visually checking drilled hole locations in the 
printed circuit boards. For example, missed holes, extra holes, incorrect hole diameters etc. Custom sheeting quoted upon 
request. Available in red and green, in widths ranging from 12 in. to 21 in. 
 

 
 
MicroKlean HDF6 
The HDF6 is a large format panel cleaner that utilizes the same potent cleaning system as the rest of the MicroKlean line. 
This machine is fully programmable and can be supplied with drive conveyors. Much of the functionality of the MKX3 is 
available in the HDF6. This machine is available is custom sizes. 
 
Release Film  
This provides excellent release capabilities from epoxy, phenolic, polyester and other resin systems. The film can be used 
as a medium between the book and the platen. 
____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Miscellaneous Supplies  
 
Filtration Products 
Filters, Cartridges, bags, dust collector, cartridges, HEPA filters, pleated filters, hydraulic filters, air filters, cotton 
filters, fiberglass filters, polypropylene  filters, and cooling water filters. 
 
We also  carry activated carbon filter tubes and filter bags  Filtration items also available from various manufacturers such 
as: FWI, Sethco, Serfilco, Maltz Sales and Baker Bags. 
Pumice 
 
Etchomatic White Dot*—White Dot-  a specially formulated activated pumice cleaner for printed circuits, chemical milling, 
multi-layers and flexible circuitry 
 
We offer FFF and FFFF Pumice  
 
We also offer Navajo  pumice products that are used in a wide variety of applications, including abrasives, cleaners, paints, 
coatings, metal finishing and metal coating, water treatment, and wastewater treatment. Increasing numbers of water 
filtration systems use our pumice. As a natural product some  pumice is used as an exfoliate in cosmetics and to polish 
teeth. Pumice is a preferred lightweight aggregate in concrete, and is finding increasing use in landscape design as a white 
landscape stone replacing traditional river rock. 
 
 
Film Cleaners  
First Electronics Film Cleaner is a clear, colorless liquid anti-static film cleaner produced for use in the printed circuit 
board and graphic arts industries. It cleans ester, vinyl, acetate, polystyrene and all other plastic surfaces. It can be used 
safely on diazo, litho and duplicate films. 
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It eliminates smudges, fingerprints, lint, masking tape, dirt, rings, streaks and clouds. It dries fast and clean and leaves no 
oily film. 
 
RBP Film Cleaner Excellent  hexane free antistatic film cleaner for diazo, silver halide and protective films.   
Available in unscented version. 
 
Free Hand Graphics  
Accurip – Separation Studio – All Black Cartridges  - Chip Resetter –-------Call for Pricing 
 
Block Out Pens  
 
Block out pens are great for fixing small pin holes in your emulsion after exposure of even during the printing process. Don't 
worry about tap or block out solutions, simply apply with this pen and the pin hole goes away!  
To ensure complete coverage the block out solution in these pens has a fairly high viscosity. They need to be shaken well 
before use and may have to be squeezed hard to get the block out fluid moving smoothly.  
 
A blockout pen for screen printing is great to use in preparing a screen for press. Using a blockout pen allows you to easily 
block out small pin holes or registration marks left in the emulsion. Blockout pens are both easy and quick to use.  
 
Our Green Blockout Pen is ultra fast drying (30 to 90 seconds) and water soluble. We recommended this blockout pen for 
plastisol, UV, and most solvent based inks. Reclaims with warm tap water. 
 
Block Out and Split Tape #320949   and    #346splittape 
Solvent-resistant polyethylene block out tapes. Blue Block Out for wood frames, or Split Liner tape for metal and 
retentionable frames, keep ink from getting between the frame and mesh. You spend less time on clean-up, because they 
peel off cleanly from the mesh without leaving adhesive residue. By taping a frame with Split Liner, you can retension a 
screen without having to remove and reapply the block out tape. 
 
Clean Up Cards and Screen Spreaders   #INKICARD  and    #Spe7000 
A simple disposable ink and scoop coater cleaning tool for screen-printers. This little card is EASY TO USE, handy, saves 
you time, is inexpensive, easily disposable, conserves ink, and ultimately saves you money. Think about never having to clean 
an ink scoop again.  
Also available 5”  Etcho Screen Spreaders-cleanable and reusable !     
 
Goop Scoops  
An industry standard. Flat leading edge cleanly scoops ink from container. You can rest scoop on the special notch so it 
doesn’t disappear into pail. Easy to clean white poly-plastic.  
 
Tack Cloths- 
LymTech-Bond Chemical 
 
RST-Squeegee Checker and more 
 
Screen Tension Meters, SMT Foil Analyzer, Squeegee Durometer Gauge, Exposure Calculator, Press Analyzer Gauge, 
Emulsion Thickness Gauge, Stencil Moisture Meter, Screen Dryer Temperature Gauge, Mesh Counter  

Gloves –Nitrile, Cotton and Disposable Gloves available in small – Medium Large and Ex-Large 
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Rutland Inks www.rutlandinc.com  An Overview of some of the products available  
 
The most essential tool for any screen printer. Having many substrates in today’s market does not help with white ink 
selections. Rutland understands the challenge and provides the finest white plastisol inks available in the industry.  
 
Modifiers  
These special viscosity modifiers and additives were formulated to work with the Rutland screen print ink mixing systems 
and series to allow the textile screen printer to adjust inks to meet specific application needs.  
They carry such items as Curable Reducer-Foil Release Additive-Puff Additive-Thickener #10-Viscosity Reducer 
 
Specialty Powders 
Rutland's powders and flakes are mixed into the ES0026 NPT ThermoLine Clear to create brilliant metallic and specialty 
glitters with great wash resistance  
They carry such items as Gold-Bronze-Crystalina-Sparkle 
 
PVC Free 
Rutland, in an effort to provide the industry with an environmental-friendly printing solution, has developed one of the best 
color matching water-based systems offered in today’s market. Color formulations are available in the Rutland Online Mixing 
Calculator.  
They carry such items as Burn-Out-Discharge Agent-Discharge Base-Quick Cure Base-Lubricant 
 
Special Effects 
They carry such items as: Burn Out-Sand Paper Base-Denim-Twill-Nail Head 
 
4 Color Process  
Our well known MC 4-Color process inks are now offered in Non-phthalate versions as well. The same great color brilliance 
and printability you get from the MC series is offered in the EC NPT products.  
 
Specialty Inks 
When being just the average printer is not an option, Rutland has the solution. These specialty inks allow any printer (manual 
or automatic) to offer the customer more than a flat print. With the addition of 3D inks, creating great art and amazing 
prints is only limited to printer and artistic imaginations.  
They carry such items as:  Clear Flocking-Jewel Tones-Metallics-Super Gel-X-Gel-Thermo Line Clear 
 
Ready for use 
Claira™ Non-Phthalate Ready For Use Colors are here and immediately available!  
These colors come in two series: EH - High Opacity and EL - HO Low Bleed. All are new, non-phthalate and best of all, they 
are affordable!    
Too many colors to list ! Call in for a copy of the Rutland Color Guide 
 
Mixing Systems  M-3, C-3, WB Water Base and Non-PVC HS-A 
Rutland’s most popular color mixing system. All the primary ink colors are PANTONE® licensed. This high performance, low-
tack plastisol color mixing system is designed for printing on 100% cotton fabrics. An excellent system for printing on 
poly/cotton blends when using a low-bleed underlay white. Our Finished Ink Color Mixing System allows printers to see a 
reduction in ink costs and an increase in production.  
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White Inks 
The most essential tool for any screen printer. Having many substrates in today’s market does not help with white ink 
selections. Rutland understands the challenge and provides the finest white plastisol inks available in the industry.  
They carry such items as: Endurance-Maximum-Street Fighter Cotton & Poly/Cotton-Snap-Snap-Nylon Mesh-Jersey-and 
the newest all purpose white  Tidy White many more ! 
 
Black Inks 
Rutland produces black inks for a variety of textile fabrics and specialty applications. Match your fabric type to the black 
ink for spectacular results. Solid Black, Spandesol Black, Puff Black, LX Black 
 
Rutland Bases 
Rutland offers a wide variety of bases, giving the printer more freedom of choice and helping to minimize inventory. Bases 
can be colored with the Color Booster concentrates.  
They carry such items as: Natural Puff-EV Ultra Soft Primer-AP Shape-Blister Base-Barrier Base-Glitter Base-Sponge 
Puff-Suede Natural-Thermo Line Clear-Very Opaque and many more ! 
 
Color Boosting  
Rutland’s Color Booster Mixing System consist of single pigment color concentrates that were developed as a means of 
enhancing our finished ink mixing primaries by offering a darker, more saturated color. Rutland’s Color Booster Mixing 
System will create thousands of popular colors in a variety of product series simply by switching to the appropriate base  
Many Colors  ! 
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Ink Jet Film –Specialty Films  

Chromaline Accujet Film 

Waterproof -For Pigment and Dye Based Inks.  Prints nearly all pigment and dye based inks.  D-Max up to 
3.5.  Accommodates the most popular RIP programs.  An affordable top-quality waterproof film. 

MacDermid Autotype 

Autotex InkJet 

Autotex Inkjet is a texture coated polyester film with a thickness of 150µ and an inkjet receptive coating on the second 
surface. Autotex Inkjet offers a combination of the outstanding optical properties and consistency of texture. 

Aspect Quadra Clear Film 

Premium inkjet positive media designed for high quality large format screen print film positive production on piezo inkjet 
printers. Please note this product is only available for sale in the USA.  

Aspect Quadra LI 

Clear inkjet media designed for imaging either film positives or negatives for large format screen printing applications. 
Please note this product is only available for sale in the USA  

Ulano  

Pigment Inkjet Film™ Clear – for water-based pigment or dye inks. Coated film is the most important factor determining 
image quality when making screen printing positives with an inkjet printer. Use Pigment Inkjet Film with off-the-shelf 
aqueous pigment or dye inks. This film has a special Ulano inkjet receptive nano-pourus coating on 5mil clear polyester 
formulated to control the shape of fine lines and halftones with pigment or dye inkjet inks. The coating is water resistant 
to prevent smearing under high humidity conditions. Compatible with Epson printers and other printers manufactured by 
Mimaki, HP, Canon, etc., and similar piezo-head or dye inkjet printers 

Kimoto 

Kimoto Polyester Film is designed to go directly from your desktop system, to a inkjet printer, to burn screens. It is 
possible to burn screens without the need for cameras, processors, or chemistry. Silkjet is well suited for multi-color 
screen printing jobs when tight registration is critical. Save time and money by printing Silkjet on your inkjet printer and 
exposing your screen. 
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Mark V –Cross Sectioning 

Manufacturer & distributor of metallurgical equipment & supplies. Abrasive equipment & supplies include cut-off machines & 
wheels, diamond blades & paste, PCB saws & routers, grinder/polishers, epoxy systems, grinding discs, rolls, sheets, strips & 
belts, polishing cloth, slurries & sprays & lapping films. Laboratory equipment & supplies include microscopes, imaging & 
camera systems, illuminators, bulbs, testers & indenters, surface thermometers, ultrasonic cleaners, hot plates, ovens, 
furnaces & metallographs. Used & reconditioned equipment is also available. 
 
Lamps 
Replacement bulbs/lamps for Nuarc, Colight, Burgess, Olec AWT, American,  --Please Call for Pricing  
 
Heaters 
Process Technology, Clepco Waage   --  Please Call for Pricing  
 
 
Handles/Razor Blades/Cutters/Knives  
X-Acto, Ben Clements, Tach-It, Twist Tie Machines, Tape Guns, Tape Dispensers, Label Dispensers, Bag Sealers, Cable Ties 
and Twist Locks. ---Call for Assistance  
 
 

3M – Ideal Tapes/Etc  
 
Masking, Plating, Kapton, Copper, Protective, Double Coated, Packaging, Split, Industrial, Clean Walk Mats, Trimite, Clean 
and Finishing Discs, Finishing Flaps, PC Cleaning Brushes,  
Hi Resolution Brushes, Pads, Sponges,  
 

Elite Tape Squasher/Screen Tables  
 
Innovative Manufacturing Solutions provides an extensive line of Tape Splicing products and supplies, and Cover Tape 
Extenders. We stock Double Splice Tape for 8mm, 12mm, and 16mm SMD carrier tape. Single Splice tapes are available for 
8mm through 44mm carrier tapes, supplied in rolls or strips. We also provide Brass Splicing Strips and Splicing Tools, as 
well as alignment aids. Cover Tape Extenders add 15” extensions to cover tapes on 8mm, 12mm, 16mm, and 24mm carrier 
tapes 
 
Colight  
Lamps, parts and mylar– Call for Pricing  
 
Haven 
 
Haven Thermal Solder Masks, Thixotropic two part systems intended for application over bare copper surface.  These are 
designed for excellent adhesion to most substrates. Haven Legend Marking Inks are two part, thermally cured epoxy 
marking ink for printed circuit boards.  They were designed for excellent adhesion to most solder masks and substrates. 
 
                                 ___________________________________________________ 
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           http://www.rbpchemical.com 
 
Supplier to the Printed Circuit and Chemical Milling Industries 
 
DEVELOPING 
RESIST STRIPPING 
OXIDE 
COPPER CLEANING 
DESMEAR & 
ELECTROLESS COPPER 
ELECTROLYTIC PLATING 
COPPER ETCHING 
TIN / SOLDER STRIPPING 
HAL / FUSING 
SOLDER CONDITIONING 
FILM CLEANING 
EQUIPMENT CLEANING 
SOLDERMASK STRIPPING 
SCREEN CLEANING 
IR FUSING 
WASTE TREATMENT 
 
High Performance Technology for fabricating printed circuit boards. Comprehensive line, from inner layer cleaners through 
final finishes.  Process Control Equipment—Call for our recommendations and pricing  
 
                                   ____________________________________________________ 
 
 
Oyo Instruments LP 
 

 
 
 
ThermoImpression™ Film is a specially coated polyester which, instead of being light sensitive like other graphic art films, 
is heat sensitive. When our imagesetters apply heat to the film, the reactive layer turns black and creates the image. Since 
all the magic is built into the film, our products don’t require messy toners, dyes, inks or transfers. This is the only 
consumable needed for the Liberator, TechStyler, TechSetter, and EcoPRO product lines 
 
               ______________________________________________ 
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    DuPont Films –Silver Photo Tools & Diazo  
 
Idealine™ HPF High Performance Phototool is a new phototooling plotter film with unsurpassed performance 
characteristics. Idealine™ HPF is designed to image finer lines and features while also providing improved dimensional 
stability. This film uses a new high resolution emulsion for fine line imaging, a new structure to provide better size holding 
capability, and a new super clean base to support the move to imaging ever smaller features.  
 
Idealine™ RPF is a silver halide phototooling film designed specifically for use on red helium-neon and red diode 
photoplotters. 
 
Idealine™ RPF is a silver halide phototooling film designed specifically for use on red helium-neon and red diode 
photoplotters. 
 
Diazo users look to IMD-XT for providing excellence in: Scratch resistance reducing handling defects, Solvent resistance 
for longer life, Dimensional stability, and Line edge sharpness for reliable feature definition. 
 
Support Chemistries Idealine™ processing chemicals consist of a silver film developer (PDEV) which provides consistent 
processing, a boron free silver film fixer (PFIX) and a developer tank cleaner (P-D Cleaner) 

 

 

      DuPont Riston Photopolymer Resists 

DuPont™ Riston® dry film photoresist revolutionized the way printed circuit boards were fabricated when it was invented 
by DuPont 40 years ago. Fabricators challenged to produce denser and more complex boards choose DuPont, for improved 
product and process solutions that keep them both competitive and profitable. Explore our Riston® line of high 
performance dry film photoresists for your next PWB application. 

Products currently Available;  

Etch Master  A series of photoresists giving high productivity/high resolution in acid print-and-etch and chemical 
milling. 

Gold Master  Thick plating resist (75 and 100 micron) for selective or pattern Ni/Au plating. 

Multi-Master A series of general purpose photoresists with alkaline etch and gold plating capabilities. 

Plate Master A Cu/Sn, Cu/SnPb plating film providing plated line uniformity, fine line resolution, and wide surface 
tolerance on direct metal, panel plate and electroless surfaces. 

 Tent Master A film giving good conformation and reliable performance in tent-and-etch as well as acid print-and-etch. 

 Laser Series   A specialty product for laser direct imaging possessing ultra-high photospeed. 
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 Special FX  A series of photoresists providing unique performance capabilities. 

Yield Master 2000 Wet Lamination System The Yield Master™ 2000 Wet Lamination System for cut-sheet and hot-roll 
laminators. This system provides enhanced yields without loss of productivity. 

Developer Technology DuPont has developed a patented process for removing "developer sludge" using no harsh chemicals, 
making it safer for employees, and easier on equipment. 

Vacrel Solder Mask 8100   

DuPont™ Vacrel® 8100 Dry Film Soldermask is an aqueous processable, negative working photopolymer that provides 
environment protection to the printed circuit boards through its excellent chemical, electrical and mechanical properties. 
Typical applications are for organic chip carrier, small batches that require fast cycle time, heavy back panels, and boards 
characterized by high circuit heights. 

 

 

DuPont Tyvek Envelopes – many sizes available  

Tyvek® envelopes are made from DuPont™ Tyvek® brand protective material, a material so strong and durable, it easily 
withstands the most grueling conditions.  In fact, it is virtually indestructible because it isn’t paper…it’s Tyvek®!  And when 
you’re sending or storing something important, that’s exactly what you want your envelope to be. 

 

 

DuPont Spare Parts  

DuPont parts for  HRL24 Laminator, ECP 720, ECP820, SMVL Solder Mask Vacuum Laminator, PC30 Exposure Unit 

                                  _________________________________________________ 

MTH Protective Film  

PPF#6 protects diazo and silver emulsions from the abrasive chemical attack of liquid photo imagable solder mask, liquid 
photoimagable resists, dry film resist chips.  

0.15mil of polyester .010mil of adhesive 

                                   _________________________________________________ 

Baker Bags  
Filtration Bags -Custom Configurations-for Anode Baskets or Filter Containers 
Anode & Basket Bags-Stock & Custom Filter Bags-Reel to Reel Bags-3D Electroless-3D Specialty-Ring Bags-Carbon Bags-
Round Bottom Bags-Custom Bags  
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Pumps& Metering Pumps 

Manufactures available: Blue White-Flotec-Gorman/Rupp-Hytrexd-Industrial-Iwaki-Liquid Metronics-Little Giant-Penquin-
Perfecta-Pulsafeeder-Walchem-Setcho-Starite-    Many more…call for a quote  

                                 _________________________________________________ 

Wyco –Heavy Duty Plate Scrubber and More 

Leading manufacturer of internal concrete vibration products, including handheld electric and portable gas-powered 
vibrators as well as hydraulic vibrators for paving machines. These products feature the exclusive Square Head™ vibrator 
head design for faster compaction, available in multiple diameters. Wyco also offers 8 and 32-channel vibrator monitoring 
systems, enabling precise control of vibrator speeds, travel speed, hours in use, and other aspects of paving operations to 
ensure consistent quality concrete consolidation.  For engravers, plate makers, print circuit shops, electrotypers and other 
graphic arts workers. Why use a hand brush? The Wyco Plate Scrubber does a better job of cleaning job in less time and 
eliminates tedious hand work. Standard Features include: Slow speed for wet scrubbing-Auxiliary handle for easy handling 
-Snap on spindle allowing for instant changing of brush heads- Wyco Quick Change assembly- 

                               __________________________________________________ 

Jalema Storage &  Filing Systems  

Jalema provides integrated, cost-saving filing systems for optimal protection and accessibility of all types and sizes of 
documents. Jalema sells filings systems for large document storage, multimedia storage and general office document 
storage-Blueprint Filing Systems-Graphic Arts Filing Systems-CD Filing Systems-Office Filing Systems-Document 
Fasteners –If you want to file it…they have it ! 

                            ____________________________________________________ 

Foster Keencut 

Sixty Four years ago Foster Manufacturing Company started providing solutions for storage needs to the printing industry 
with high-quality cabinets. With the advent of offset printing, Foster expanded its range of products to include flat filing 
and vertical filing systems and precision light tables for stripping.  Call us for more information  

                          ______________________________________________________ 

Roconex 

Filing Systems-Light Tables-Packing Gauges-Screen Frames-Vacuum Frames-Exposure Units-Plate Processors-Ball Racks  

                        _______________________________________________________ 

Hysol 

EPK Kits-Mold release-other products available –Call for Details   

   _____________________ 

EleMar North  Marble and Granite  
 
EleMar North is located at the same location as Etchomatic with the same owners. 
If you are in the market to Purchase Marble or Granite- Look no Futher . 
Trust the team you know -  Pictures can be seen at : www.elemarnorth.com    
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Work Horse Products- Precision Screen Printing Equipment 

http://www.workhorseproducts.com/ 

Manual Printing Presses-Pneumatic Printing  Presses-Servo Electric Printing Presses-Conveyor Dryers-Exposure Units-Flash 
Curing Units-Accustretch Screen Stretching System-Vacupallet-Gripper Jacket Hold Down Pallet-Manual Printer Pallets-
CapMax Screen-CapMax Pallets-EZ Pocket –--Call with your requirements or for additional information  

 

                          ______________________________________________ 

Vastex Screen Printing Equipment  

http://www.vastex.com/ 

Premium presses with a 25 yr warranty-Screen Printing Presses 1 to 10 colors, 1 to 10 stations-Athletic Numbering 
Systems-Infrared Dryers-Flash Cure Units-Screen Exposure-Screen Drying-Registration Systems-Heat Press-Utility 
Organizers-Complete Shops-Training Available  

 

                                ______________________________________________________ 
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http://www.accusystemscorp.com/ 

V-Score Equipment Manufacturers to the Printed Circuit Board Industry" 

AS-100-MAX Economical Low Volume 4-Axis CNC "Jump" V-Scoring Machine 

AS-150-MAX Economical High Volume 4-Axis CNC "Jump" V-Scoring Machine 

AS-200-JM High End 4-Axis CNC "Jump" V-Scoring Machine 

AS-175R 
High Speed 4-Axis "Jump" V-Scoring Machine 
with Automatic 90Â° Panel Rotation 

3100-VSC Digital V-Score Web Checker - "Hand Held" 

3100-VSD Digital V-Score Depth Checker - "Hand Held" 

3112-VSC Digital V-Score Web Checker - "Table Top" 

                        _______________________________ 
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http://www.microcraft.jp/en/  

 

JetPrint advanced features allows for higher performance, accuracy and additional 

capabilities that are not available in traditional PCB printing methods. 

 

MicroCraft's original designs on probes, frame etc is unmatched in the industry and defines 

MicroCraft world wide leader position in the marketplace. 

 

                   ___________________________________ 
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RENA Wet Processing Technology 
PreLamination Cleaning – Developing- Etch-Resist Strip Equipment Solutions 
 
 
We develop improvements in process engineering and optimize our printed circuit board machines to fit ever 
changing market needs. 
 
 

 

OEM Press Systems, Inc.  http://www.oempresssystems.com/ 

 

OEM Press Design Benefits: 

• Quad Piston patented hydrologic design for high accuracy pressure distribution on laminate. 
• Platen wear guard protection. 
• Multi product openings 24+ 
• Flexible design permits system expansions 
• "State-of-the-Art" innovative design. 
• Platens sizes 36" x 52" - up 
• Platen and product thermocouples 
• Exclusive "Oscillating" valve cooling system 
• Heavy-duty steel vacuum chamber 
• Automatic vacuum door sealing and opening 
• Precision ground platens 
• Quick, easy, low cost installation 
• 500 - 5000 ton pressing capacity 
• Thermal Fluid, Steam or Electric heating 
• Platen tray loading guides and assist 

 

                                  ___________________________________________________________ 
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http://www.awt‐gpi.com/ 

AWT World Trade 

Manual & Automatic Textile Printers-Exposure Units-Screen Cleaning Systems-Dryers & UV Curing Units-Ink Mixers & 
Blenders-Frames & Screens-Squeegees-Fabric to Fabric Adhesive-Small Format Screen Printers-Manual & Semi-Automatic 
Graphic Printers-American M & M Screen Printing Equipment  

 

 

 

 

                                      _______________________________________________________ 

Graphic Parts International  

Flood Bars-AWT-American Parts- 

                 _____________________________________ 

General Cylinder Presses (Formerly BecMar) 

Cylinder Presses-Graphic Presses-Semi Automatic Presses-Multi Color Presses-Flatbed Printers-Specialty 3D Printers-
Textile Presses-Textile Dryers-Heat Transfer Machines-Flash Cure Units  
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AWT Rack-It Series™ replaces the Mark VI Multi-Rack™  

Saturn Rack's Mark VI™ Racks have been discountinued and replaced with the superior performance of the AWT Rack-It 
Series™ Racks. Sturdier, with more functionality and lower costs, the Rack-It Series™ Racks become an easy choice of 
"Best of Class"!    New Improvements & Features Include: 
New - Heavier gauged wire shelves support heavier substrates. 
New- Heavier-duty welded steel frame construction provides long-life usage. 
New - Welded metal bumpers for longer shelf life and increased shelf space. 
New - Individually adjustable shelf springs enabling tension control over each shelf. 
New - Rust and solvent-resistant, powder-coated finish to extend the life of your rack. 
New - Non-warping shelves spaced at 1" or 2" intervals promotes quick evaporation. 
New - Now available in heat-resistant models for high temperature applications 

  
 
Start International  
 
Tape Dispensers:  Electronic/Automatic , Gummed   
 
Label Dispensers:  Electric/Automatic, Specialty, Bottle Labeler, Hand Held Applicators 
 

Non Adhesive Material Cutters: Commercial, Heavy Duty, Material Feeder  

Optical Inspection, Loupes & Magnfiers, hand held microscopes 

Specialty Items – Flux Pens, PCB Products, Dispenser Accessories  

Call for Details  

 
Etch-O-Matic  
Metal Marking Kits- Permanently marks anything made of metal. 
 Marks Tools, Mfg Parts, Instruments with Names, Numbers, Designs or Trademarks. 
Make with your computer in your own shop for less than one cent per mark ! 
 
Call for Details  
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Terms and Conditions 

UPS, Fed-X, and Truck Shipments: Orders to be shipped that are processed before 2:00PM EST will be shipped in most 
cases the same day.  Any orders placed after that time may have to be shipped the next business day.  Please confirm your 
needs to our Customer Service department when placing your order!  

Email and Fax Orders:  We encourage these orders if you feel you don’t have time to speak with us.  We also would like to 
express, we have wonderful relationships with our customers and do enjoy speaking with you. 

Return Policy 

Return Items will not be accepted with out a Written Return Authorization and RA #.  You will be faxed or verbally given 
this number or paperwork usually with in 24 hours of your request.  Please contact Customer Service for any return issues.  
Returns must be shipped freight pre-paid.  If a freight collect shipment is refused, EtchoScreen will invoice you for all 
freight charges that are incurred.  All returns must be made within 30 days of the date of invoice.   These returns are 
subject to a 15% restocking charge, and that may actually be higher dependent on the manufacturer’s policy.  All special 
orders, or make to order items are non-returnable!  Please note, any returns that are the due to EtchoScreen’s error, or 
defective product will be exempt from both the restock charge and pre-paid freight, however, all returns do require RA 
numbers prior to being accepted in our warehouse. 

Back Orders 

Normally all orders of standard stock items are shipped within 24 hours of your order.  Please remember to confirm 
delivery when placing orders with Customer Service, as it may be possible to drop ship urgent items direct from the 
manufacturer.  If we are temporarily out of stock on an item, we will enter the back order into our system and it will be 
shipped as soon as product arrives.  Please advise Customer Service if you do not wish to maintain back orders in our 
system. 

Technical Support 

Technical Support is available during our regular business hours.  Please call 800 634 3006.  If we are unable to assist you 
on a particular product that we sell, we will have the manufacturer get in touch with you immediately.  Please remember, any 
technical information or product recommendations are the result of our experiences.   
We cannot be held responsible for undesirable results obtained or any damage incurred by our advice. 

Payment Terms 

 

We accept the following credit cards: American Express, MasterCard and Visa. 

We also offer Net 30 day terms.  You are more than willing to apply for an open account by filling out our credit application.  
Our Accounting department will open your account once they receive favorable references from their inquires.  Normally 
this will take 1-2 days to open your account.   As always, COD payment is an option.  We will accept your company check up 
to $250.00 on initial orders.  Orders that are being exported out of the country will require a pre payment or wire transfer 
prior to shipping. 

 

**Please note, all prices subject to change.  When placing your order, please confirm prices  

 

 


